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for the commercial vegetable, potato and berry grower

Your Voice is Needed to Save Penn State Ag Extension
and Research

For the past several springs, PVGA has been urging members to contact their legislators regarding various political
issues. This year, the need is MUCH GREATER. As you have
probably heard, the Governor vetoed many agricultural spending lines when he finally signed the budget for the current fiscal
year that will end on June 30. One of the big cuts that concerns
PVGA growers was some $50 million dollars the General
Assembly had approved for Agricultural Extension and
Research at Penn State University.
We understand that the Governor actually supports funding
for Agricultural Extension and Research BUT he is using this
agricultural funding and funding for other agricultural programs
as political leverage to get the General Assembly to approve
increased funding in other areas.
Senator Elder Vogel, chairman of the Senate Agriculture
and Rural Affairs Committee, has introduced a supplemental
appropriation bill of nearly $63 million to restore funding for
Agricultural Extension and Research as well as other agricultural programs essential to facing the challenges of critical issues
such as Avian Influenza, Food Safety Modernization Act
Implementation and assessing agricultural BMPs in the
Chesapeake Bay Watershed.
We are urging PVGA members to contact their state
legislators to urge them to support this legislation to
restore funding for Agricultural Extension and Research.
Just as important, growers are also asked to contact the
Governor’s Office to emphasize the importance of providing funding for Agricultural Extension and Research at
Penn State for BOTH the current fiscal year that ends on
June 30, 2016, but also the next fiscal year that starts on
July 1, 2016.
The Penn State administration has indicated that they will
be forced to layoff all extension personnel across the state on
July 1 if there is not funding in place by then. Moreover, if the
state does not restore its funding for Agricultural Extension and
Research, Penn State will stand to lose an estimated additional
$90 million in federal and county funding that is dependent on
the University receiving state monies.
The vegetable and berries industries are dependent on
Penn State Extension and Research in so many ways. Most of
the research funded by the Association is conducted at Penn
State by researchers and extension educators whose salaries,
benefits and facilities are dependent on this state, federal and
county funding. The Association’s funding is used to purchase
supplies and pay part-time, seasonal helpers but the industry
could not afford to support the researcher’s salaries, benefits
and facilities. Moreover, besides providing on-farm extension

support to hundreds of growers across the state throughout the
year, extension personnel conduct local educational meetings
and programs for growers as well as playing a vital role in
organizing events like the Mid-Atlantic Fruit and Vegetable
Convention. All that assistance to the vegetable and berry
industries will come to a halt if Penn State is forced to shut down
extension and research activities.
At the Mid-Atlantic Convention, PVGA Directors met with
Penn State Ag Dean Richard Roush to emphasize the vegetable industry’s need for a vegetable research position at the
University and a quick replacement for Steven Bogash. Mr.
Bogash, an extension educator in Cumberland County who has
also carried on an extension research program at the Southeast
Agricultural Extension and Research Center in Landisville, is
leaving Penn State Extension for private industry this spring.
This will leave a big hole in the vegetable industry’s extension
support that the Board feels needs to be filled as soon as possible. Naturally, the Dean’s hands are tied until the fiscal situation is settled.
Again, we need all PVGA members to contact their
state representative and state senator as well as the
Governor’s office to urge them to fund Agricultural
Extension and Research for the 2015-2016 fiscal year AND
the 2016-2017 fiscal year. Holding these programs that are
vital to our industries in fiscal limbo any longer will cause
long-term harm to Penn State’s ability to meet growers’
needs. To find contact information for your local legislators,
consult your local telephone directory’s blue or government
pages, go to http://www.legis.state.pa.us/ or call PVGA at 717694-3596.
To
contact
Governor
Wolf,
go
to
https://governor.pa.gov/contact/, call 717-787-2500, fax 717772-8284, or mail your letter to: Governor’s Correspondence
Office, 508 Main Capitol Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120.
You can call your legislators office and ask to speak directly to your legislator or you can leave a message with a staff
member. You can also email, fax or write them a note. You
might begin with the following:
I am writing to urge you to work toward restoring funding for
Agricultural Extension and Research at Penn State University
as soon as possible for the 2015-2016 fiscal year at the previously approved levels as well as approving an increased
amount for the 2016-2017 fiscal year. As a vegetable (or potato
or berry) grower I have benefited greatly from the research and
extension support we receive from Penn State. Extension personnel conduct local and statewide educational meetings for us
(continued on page 32)
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PVGA Members Elect Directors, Adopt Policies
Pennsylvania
Vegetable Growers
Association
An association of
commercial vegetable,
potato and berry growers.

President
David Miller ‘17
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First Vice President
Jonathan Strite ‘19
Harrisburg

Second Vice President
Jeffrey Stoltzfus ‘17
Atglen

Secretary-Treasurer
William Reynolds ‘19
Waynesboro

Past President
Robert Shenot ‘19
Wexford

Directors
Brian Campbell ‘18
Berwick

Fred Dymond III ‘17
Dallas

Christopher Harner ‘17
State College

Barron Hetherington ‘19
Ringtown
David King ‘19
Bakerstown

Kenneth Martin ‘17
New Berlin
Eric Oesterling ‘18
New Alexandria

Michael Orzolek ‘18
State College
John Shenk ‘17
Lititz

Thomas Strzelecki ‘18
Wapwalopen

Randy Treichler ‘18
Three Springs

Mark Troyer ‘18
Waterford

Timothy Weiser ‘19
York Springs
Executive Secretary
William Troxell
Richfield

The PVGA Board of Directors (left to right) Mark Troyer, Brian Campbell, Bill Reynolds, Dave Miller,
Jon Strite, Jeff Stoltzfus, Ken Martin, Rob Shenot, Mike Orzolek, Tim Weiser, Tom Strzelecki, Dave
King, Chris Harner, Eric Oesterling, and Boots Hetherington. Not pictured are Ted Dymond, John
Shenk and Randy Treichler.

General Membership of the Association held their Annual Meeting on February 3, 2016, at the
Hershey Lodge and Convention Center during the 2016 Mid-Atlantic Fruit and Vegetable Convention.
The results of the mail balloting for the election of six Association Directors were announced. The members also adopted additions to the Association’s Policy Resolutions besides receiving reports on the
Association’s activities for the year.

One New Director Elected to Board
Until 2012, members of the Board of Directors were elected by the members attending the Annual
Meeting. In 2011, the members approved changes to the Association’s constitution that allowed the
Board of Directors to set guidelines to have the Directors elected by mail ballots prior to the Annual
Meeting. Since only about 30 to 50 members typically attend the Annual Meeting, it was hoped the
mail ballot would encourage greater participation in the election process, which it has. In 2013, a total
of 136 valid ballots were returned while in 2014 at total of 179 valid ballots were returned and in 2015
193 ballots were postmarked by the January 15 deadline. For 2016 there 157 valid ballots. This year’s
ballots were counted by election judges Brian Campbell, Kathy Demchak and Beth Gugino. Incumbent
candidates David King, William Reynolds, Robert Shenot, Jonathan Strite, and Timothy Weiser were
re-elected along with former Director Barron Hethertington to three-year terms on the Board
Incumbent Director Lois Klinger and nominee Cindy Yingling were not elected. Mrs. Klinger was
thanked by President Robert Shenot for her 15 years of service on the PVGA Board of Directors.
David King is a partner of Harvest Valley Farms with his father, Arthur King, and uncle, Larry King.
He has a B.S. in Agricultural Sciences with a minor in Horticulture from Penn State University. Harvest
Valley Farms is located in Valencia (20 miles north of Pittsburgh). The farm’s market base consists of
three Farmers’ Markets, Farm Market and Bakery Store, 350 member CSA, Pick-Your-Own Pumpkin
(continued on page 8)

The Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers News is the official monthly publication of the
Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association, Inc., 815 Middle Road, Richfield, PA 17086-9205
phone and fax - 717-694-3596, email - pvga@pvga.org website - www.pvga.org
Our Mission:
The Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association serves Pennsylvania’s commercial vegetable,
potato and berry growers
through education, research, advocacy and promotion.
Our Vision:
The Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association will be the driving force in ensuring the furture viability
of the commercial vegetable, potato and berry industries in Pennsylvania.
Inquiries about membership, this publication or advertising rates should be directed to
William Troxell, Executive Secretary, at the above addresses.
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2016 PVGA Annual Award Goes to Boots Hetherington

PVGA President Rob Shenot presentBoots returned to his roots of full time
ed the Association’s 2016 Annual Award to
farming.
Barron “Boots” Hetherington, a former
Throughout his career in production
Director and President of the Association,
agriculture, Boots has severed in many
during the Annual Fruit and Vegetable
leadership roles. He is a member and past
Growers Banquet at the Mid-Atlantic Fruit
chairperson of the Schuylkill County
and Vegetable Convention in Hershey on
Conservation District board.He served as
Febraury 2, 2016.
a member of the Penn State University
The PVGA Annual Award is presentBoard of Trustees and a board member of
ed each year to someone who has
the Pennsyvlania Master Farmers
demonstrated a longstanding record of
Association. Boots served as the chairperservice to the Association and/or the vegson of the Pennsylvania State Committee
etable, potato, or berry industry in
for the USDA Farm Service Agency during
Pennsylvania. Hetherington served as a
the Bush Administration. He currently
Director of the Association for 24 years
serves on the Board of Directors for Briar
from 1982 to 2012 including two years as
Creek Mutual Insurance and is an active
President from 2000 to 2001 and has
member of the Pennstylvania Farm
been involved in many other agricultural
Bureau.
leadership positions through the years.
On the local level, Boots serves Union
He is co-owner with his wife Robin of
Township as an auditor and member of
PVGA President Rob Shenot (left) presents the
B & R Farms in the northwestern corner of
the Union Township Ag Security Area
2016 Annual Award to Boots Hetherington.
Schuylkill County known as the Ringtown
Board. He is a member of the trustee
Valley. His daughters Katie, Morgan, and Blair represent the
board and adult choir of Aurrand United Methodist Church in
seventh consecutive generation to live in the Hetherington
Ringtown.
homestead. The Hetherington’s farm 400 acres of grain, hay,
Boots received the Pennsylvania Master Farmer Award in
vegetables, and small fruit. They are best known for their “Pick1996 and the Penn State Schuylkill Campus Outstanding
Your-Own” strawberry patch. They also operate a retail greenAlumni Award in 2008. The Hetherington’s own the first prehouse selling hanging baskets and annual flowers.
served farm in Schuylkill County. In 2008 they received nationBoots graduated from Penn State in 1975 with a degree in
al recognition by Successful Farming Magazine for completely
engineering. After a six year career in manufacturing managerestoring their bank barn built in 1860.
(continued on page 4)
ment in the Charmin Paper Division of Procter and Gamble,

Life Memberships Awarded to Grace and Lamont

Jonathan Grace and William Lamont were awarded Life
Memberships in the Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers
Association at the annual Fruit and Vegetable Growers Banquet
at the Mid-Atlantic Fruit and Vegetable Convention in Hershey
on Febraury 2, 2016. Life Membership is an honor granted by
the Board of Directors to individuals who have a longstanding
record of service and dedication to the Association.

Jack Grace (center) with (left to right) his daughter Jackie, wife
Dottie, and daughters Nancy and Dawn.

Jonathan Grace

In 1937 on a family farm in Mercer County dating back to
the 1830’s, Jonathan “Jack” Grace, a fifth generation farm boy,
was born. With this rich heritage running in his blood it is no
wonder he has worked that farm his whole life; beginning by following his Father and Grandfather around and learning by
example he developed a strong work ethic that still shows today
as he often works circles around his children and grandchildren!
This attitude also showed itself in his schoolwork where in
a little one-room country school he completed two years in one
allowing him to graduate with honors from Grove City High
School a year ahead of his peers.
As a young man Jack was active in 4-H and started to
develop his own farming projects including raising hogs for his
high school FFA chapter, of which he was a charter member.
He was also a member of various judging and demonstration
teams traveling with his fellow members and team mates to
local, regional and ultimately the state contests held at the
Pennsylvania Farm Show in Harrisburg, Through his hard work
and diligence he earned the prized Keystone Degree. Years
later, after instilling the love of farming into his own offspring
with three of them also earning the Keystone Degree, he and
his wife were awarded the Honorary Keystone Degree.
While still in high school he helped a neighbor, Harvey
McDowell, with his custom farm work. He also assisted his
father, James Grace, who was the Eastern States representa(continued on page 4)
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In 2011, Boots was named Special Advisor in Agriculture to
Governor Tom Corbett. He served the Administration for 4
years as the Fair Fund Administrator where he monitored and
allocated $3 million to 109 ag fairs, 67 county 4-H’s, 37 FFA’s
and 11 Statewide Ag Organizations.
Boots coordinated the Outstanding Fair Ambassador
Award Program with the Secretary’s office and press office.
More than 80 Awards were presented each fair season to recognize the tireless contributions of volunteers for the industry.
He visited over 90 fairs annually and wore out two government
cars and one hip.
Boots made personal visits to vegetable and fruit producers
to recruit new PA Preferred program members and distribute
promotional material to current program members. He signed
up 71 new program participants. He worked with the
Pennsylvania Vegetable Marketing and Research Program
(PVMRP) Board, the PDA Legal Office, and the PDA Bureau of
Market Development to include a PA Preferred program application as part of PVMRB’s annual assessment form mailing.
193 new growers enrolled in the PA Preferred program in 2014
as a result of this effort.
Boots designed and implemented a fair competition for
local fairs to identify and display PA Preferred products in a
themed setting. Fairs are invited to recreate their display at the
PA Farm Show. The competition uses our ag fairs to help familiarize consumers with local PA producers and their products.
He coordinated a Farm Show Commodity Food Court proposal to allow the PA FFA Foundation to prepare and sell an all
PA Preferred ingredient pizza as a fund raising vehicle for the
Foundation. The project included finding in-state manufacturers
of pizza sauce, shredded cheese, pizza shells, and pepperoni
and then certifying the manufacturers as PA Preferred process-

ing companies. The FFA Foundation has received more than
$15,000 annually from their Farm Show food booth since the
project began at the 2012 PA Farm Show.
Boots used his vegetable production knowledge to serve
as an advisor to the Cumberland Valley FFA Chapter for their
food bank project. Three acres of surplus farmland owned by
the school district were used to produce fresh produce for the
Central PA Food Bank in Mechanicsburg and the local Project
Share Food Bank. He obtained sponsors for seeds, seed potatoes, vegetable transplants, fertilizer, and crop protection chemicals, as well as a local vegetable grower to provide specialty
equipment to plant, spray, and harvest crops. Consulting included design and installation of a drip irrigation system along with
weekly scouting and timing for applications of crop protection
materials. A total of 4,650 lbs. of potatoes, 1,600 lb. of tomatoes,
and 500 lbs. of peppers were donated to the food banks. In
addition more than 2,400 dozen of sweet corn was sold locally
by the FFA Chapter to cover expenses for irrigation, containers,
and other supplies. An additional 600 lbs. of potatoes were
donated to the Cumberland Valley High School cafeteria as a
thank you to the school board and district maintenance staff for
their support of and assistance with the project.
Boots has been a faithful worker at PVGA’s Food Booth for
30+ years. He only missed in 1992 because Robin demanded
he stay home for the birth of his daughter, Morgan. He is the
Strawberry Surprise Czar and usually comes home with red
stains on his sneakers and fried vegetable batter in his pockets.
He enjoys the interaction with other growers and quality time
with the public.
With the change in administrations, Boots transitioned back
to the home farm in early 2015 to once again be a full time
farmer and advocate for agriculture.

tive for the area, in organizing feed deliveries by helping to
unload the rail cars and sort out the orders for pick up and delivery. Once old enough and able to buy his own truck he was put
to work making some of those deliveries himself! Over the next
decade or so Jack occasionally fit in delivery or pick up of
machinery for McDowell’s Farm Implement, a New Holland
equipment dealership. Even with all his other jobs and responsibilities for several years after graduation and starting a family
he continued to raise pigs. While delivering one load his pregnant wife went with him hoping that the bumpy ride would convince their third child (already past due) that it was time to make
her entrance. They had a good trip together, but that slowpoke
still waited a few more days!
Eastern States opened a store in Grove City a month after
Jack was married in 1957 and he was there from the beginning
with just three weeks training at the store in Greenville. After
leaving Eastern States, he helped yet another neighbor grinding
feed for local farmers. His next job was at Cooper Bessemer
from 1965 to 1968 as a tool grinder, with a short time on the
erection floor. He then bought his brothers dairy herd and until
1972 milked with the “help” of his young kids. They shared his
love of the animals but their tender years made the help they
could give questionable and through a string of bad luck they
had to give up the herd to pursue other ventures.
While farming was always his first choice of occupation;
with a wife and six children to feed and clothe he spent many
years sharing his time on the farm with working at other jobs. In

1972 he was hired as a mechanic and occasional driver for
Grove City Bus Lines, a job that took him all over the country
keeping the buses running and occasionally limping a “crippled
bus” home. Working at the bus lines gave him the opportunity
to drive the bus hauling the local FFA & FHA chapters to the
Pennsylvania Farm Show during the years his children were
members and several years beyond. His wife also went along
as a chaperone and they became Mama & Papa (Grace) to all.
In the 1880’s a section of the farm was deeded over to form
a community cemetery. The family was instrumental in the
organization of the original charter of the Union Home Cemetery
Association. He has held the role of Vice-President since his
father died in 1987; with other family members also serving on
the current Board of Directors. James, his father became
responsible for the grave openings and burials in 1942 and
Jack along with children and grandchildren are continuing this
service today.
In 1962 he had helped his parents build a small roadside
stand on the farm and then he and his growing family helped in
getting vegetables grown and harvested and also hauling fruit
from orchards up along Lake Erie. As the years progressed and
his parents aged he took on more of the responsibility of day to
day operations. The original stand came down in a storm in the
early 80’s and was replaced with a larger market over the next
few years.

Life Memberships Awarded... (continued from page 3)

(continued on page 6)
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Life Memberships Awarded... (continued from page 5)
While attending Vegetable Field Day at Rock Springs in the
late 80’s he joined the Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers
Association which led to attending growers meetings in his local
area of the state and then the annual Vegetable Conference (as
it was then called) in Hershey. He heard of the need for volunteers at the PVGA Food Booth at the Farm Show so he and his
daughter Jackie volunteered for a shift each. Now 20 some
years later he and his daughters Jackie and Nancy spend the
entire week each year making from 500 to 700 gallons of soup
to serve up to the Farm Show crowds.
At one point Jack decided to raise his own vegetable transplants and the front porch of the house became a makeshift
greenhouse. As neighbors saw what he was doing, requests
started pouring in for him to grow some for them too. That small
porch operation has evolved into four greenhouses supplying
the community with spring bedding plants, patio pots and hanging baskets as well as hardy mums and perennials in the fall.
Through the years things have progressed from crawling
down the rows digging holes for the transplants by hand to finding and using that old bare ground transplanter and then shocking the neighborhood by getting the newfangled flat bed plastic
layer and water wheel transplanter with padded seats! (For a
few years, the padded seats had everyone volunteering to help
with transplanting!). Cars stopped along the road as neighbors
and strangers alike walked across the field to see what in the
world that machine was.
The operation has grown from that small 8 ‘x 12’ roadside
stand to a farm market that supplies seasonal fresh fruits and
vegetables to the community, a greenhouse operation, and a
gift shop with glass gifts and collectibles made in West Virginia,
Ohio and Pennsylvania as well as and other handmade items.
Although most of those six kids have moved on to other professions, they still gather to get things planted in the spring and for
that last push to get harvested before tht first killing frost hits in
the late fall.
With his priorities lining up as God, family and farming;
Jack Grace having Dottie, his wife of almost 59 years by his
side owns and operates Graceland Farm Market with Dottie’s
Dream just north of Grove City. The family, including the fifth,
sixth and seventh generations, is serving the community beginning their 55th year of business, still on that same family
farm!
The Association is most grateful for Jack and his daughters
many years of faithful service at the Farm Show Food Booth.
Their willingness to manage the soup-making section of the
booth for the entire week is an important contribution to the continued profitability of the project.

William Lamont

William “Bill” Lamont was
born and raised in rural
Pennsylvania and obtained an
undergraduate
degree
in
Economics and Business from
Lebanon Valley College in
Annville. He then served in
United States Navy on active
duty from 1967 to 1971 and in
the reserves from 1975 to 2005
retiring as a Commander in

William Lamont
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Specialty Naval Intelligence, After his active duty, he went on to
obtain a second undergraduate degree in Horticulture from
Delaware Valley College in Doylestown. He received his M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees in Vegetable Crops with minors in Soils and
Entomology from Cornell University in Ithaca, New York.
Dr. Lamont began his horticultural career as an Extension
Vegetable Specialist at North Carolina State University working
with both field and greenhouse vegetable production from 1980
to 1987. He then was a consultant with US Quality Plastics for
a year before moving on to Kansas State University where he
taught both undergraduate and graduate level courses and conducted applied research in the Department of Horticulture,
Forestry and Recreation Resources. There he received the
Conoco Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Award in 1995.
In 1997 he returned to his native Pennsylvania where he is currently a Professor of Horticulture and Extension Vegetable
Crops Specialist in the Department of Plant Science at Penn
State University.
He has an extensive background in applied research,
extension, teaching and service. In his current extension position he is responsible statewide for the culture and management
of vegetable crops. . He is a recognized leader nationally and
internationally in the field of plasticulture. Lamont is the author
of numerous research and extension publications on vegetable
crops, drip/plastic mulches, row covers, high tunnels and greenhouse vegetable production. He is a frequent contributor to
trade publications such as American Vegetable Grower,
Productores Hortalizes, Irrigation Journal, Grower, The
Vegetable Growers News, and Spudman.
He was program chair for the first and succeeding educational seminars/workshops on “Using Plasticulture Technology
for Intensive Production of Vegetable Crops” sponsored by the
American Society for Horticultural Science (ASHS). Lamont was
selected a Fellow of ASHS in 2006 and has served in leadership
positions as Extension Division Vice President, President of
ASHS, and Chairman of the Board of Directors of ASHS. He has
also organized other short courses on “Plasticulture” both within and outside the United States, not mention helping to organize the vegetable, potato and high tunnel sessions here at the
Mid-Atlantic Convention for many years. Many of the short
courses and seminars were sponsored or co-sponsored by the
American Society for Plasticulture of which he is a PastPresident and from which he received the Distinguished Service
Award in 1999 and the Pioneer Award in 2009. He is a frequent
speaker at growers’ conferences around the country, including
the Mid-Atlantic Convention, and has presented papers at several International Workshops on Vegetable Production and
Plasticulture.
Most recently his interest has been in helping to establish
high tunnels in the city of Philadelphia to promote the production of nutritious vegetables and winter production of greens
and other crops for the population of the city. This project
involves a wide array of partners from the city government,
schools, and a host of non-profit organizations. In addition, he
and another colleague are teaching a new course targeted for
the general student population of the university called
“Gardening for Fun and Profit”.
For all these accomplishments, as well as his many years
of service to the vegetable and potato growers of Pennsylvania
and the Association itself, the Association is pleased a life membership to Dr. William Lamont.
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PVGA Members Elect... (continued from page 2)
Festival, Greater Pittsburgh Food Bank Farm Stand Project,
and restaurant wholesale distributor. They grow 65+ varieties of
vegetables on 135 acres. Some of Dave’s specialties on the
farm include high tunnel production, employee management,
website management, welding, and equipment maintenance.
Harvest Valley Farms currently has eight high tunnels, two
greenhouses, and one cold frame. Dave has served one term
on the Board of Directors.
Barron Hetherington and his wife Robin operate B & R
Farms in northwestern Schuylkill County. Daughters Katie,
Morgan, and Blair represent the seventh consecutive generation to live in the farm house on Strawberry Lane. Boots and
Robin farm 300 acres of grain, hay, and produce. Robin starts
off the growing season with hanging baskets and bedding
plants in her greenhouse range. Asparagus and high tunnel
tomatoes soon follow. The Hetheringtons are best known in
their local area for their U-pick strawberry operation. Early
sweet corn under plastic follows strawberry season with retail
and wholesale sales of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers and
Indian corn continuing through October. Boots served several
years as a member of the Penn State Board of Trustees and
has made “Strawberry Surprises” all week at the PVGA Farm
Show Food Booth for many years. Boots served on the PVGA
Board for 24 years, including two years as President, before
stepping down in 2011 to serve as a Special Advisor to Gov.
Corbett for four years. At the Department of Agriculture he was
in charge of the state grants to the local fairs across the state.
William Reynolds and his wife Lois have a 106-acre produce and grain farm located in Franklin Co. They grow mainly
pumpkins, gourds, and some watermelons. Most of the produce is sold retail at their farm market and fall festival, with
some being sold wholesale. During the months of September
and October they have a fall festival which has pick-your-own
pumpkins, hayrides to the pumpkin patch, a large play area, a
corn maze and grass maze. Through the week, they schedule
school tours with an educational talk about their farm and growing pumpkins, as well as beekeeping. They have also attended
the Gettysburg Farmer’s Market and Bill is past president of
Gettysburg Farmer’s Market as well as being a member of the
PVGA board for five terms. He has served on the PVGA convention planning committee and is Secretary/Treasurer of the
Association.
Robert Shenot is a sixth generation grower from Wexford,
Allegheny Co. Rob, along with his wife Leah and his parents
run a 100+ acre fruit and vegetable farm consisting of 20 acres
of orchard (apple and peach), and a wide variety of vegetable
crops. The Shenots market their produce through their own
retail market located on the farm which is situated in the northern suburbs of Pittsburgh. Rob graduated from Penn State in
2001 with a B.S. in Horticulture and now lives on the farm. Rob
has served three terms on the Board of Directors and is the
retired as President of the Association immediately after the
Annual Meeting.
Jonathan Strite is a 1998 graduate of Middletown Area
High School and 2001 graduate of Pennsylvania State
University with degrees in horticulture and ag-business. Upon
graduation from college he returned to his family’s farm fulltime. Strite’s Orchard was established in 1914 and currently
consists of 300 acres split equally between fruits and vegetables. Their main focus is the fresh market with 95% of their produce being sold through their on-site farm market that has been
in operation since the 1950’s and which now includes a
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CSA. They also operate several greenhouses where they grow
bedding plants as well as all of the vegetable transplants that
they use throughout the year. They also have added a high tunnel for early season tomato production. Jon’s primary role on
the farm has been production. He has served two terms on the
Board of Directors and was elected First Vice President of the
Association immediately after the Annual Meeting.
Timothy Weiser graduated in 1972 from McPherson
College, McPherson, Kansas, with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Industrial Arts with a teaching degree. He returned to
York Springs to the family farm where they farm 800 acres of
corn and soybeans, 140 acres of fruit, 20 acres of vegetables,
and four acres of blueberries as well as operating a retail farm
(continued on page 9)
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PVGA Members Elect... (continued from page 8)
market from June to December. Tim is an active member of
Adams County Fruit Growers Assoc., State Horticultural
Association of Pennsylvania (past President), and PVGA (threeterm Board member) as well as being Vice-Chairman of the
Adams County Conservation District. He also owns and operates a wholesale and retail 18,000 sq. ft. greenhouse operation
which is open April 1-June 30.

Fourteen Policy Resolutions Adopted
The Association’s members unanimiously approved the following Policy Resolutions that will be added to the Association’s
existing resolutions.
These resolutions set forth the
Association’s positions on various current issues.

State Issues
Farm Marketing
1. Supporting a requirement that Tourist Oriented Directional
Signs advertising agriculture businesses include the
words “Support Local Farms”.
Food Quality and Safety
2. Opposing the exemption of non-profit member organizations from Food Code (PA Title 7, Agriculture, Chapter
46) regulations.
Natural Resources
3. Supporting the amendment of Acts 49 and 38 to allow for
certified Act 38 Nutrient Management Planners to be
authorized to complete stand-alone Nutrient Balance
Sheets for imported manure.
4. Supporting a requirement that county conservation district
staff be trained and available to write conservation plans.

5.

Supporting a $1,000.00 fine limit on agricultural enterprise
conservation and environmental violations.
6. Supporting a requirement for the Department of
Environmental Protection to have a positive test for contamination in order to issue a fine in the event of water
pollution.
Wildlife Crop Damage
7. Supporting the legalization of products like “Rodenator” to
control burrowing pests.
Taxes
8. Supporting the amendment of the Clean and Green Act to
authorize application of limited roll-back tax on use of
enrolled land for rural enterprises by persons other than
the landowner or the landowner’s immediate family.
9. Supporting a partial reduction of school property taxes as a
possible needed step in the process needed to achieve
the final result of eliminating school property taxes.
10. Supporting the exemption of purchases of lumber and
building materials for construction, repair or maintenance
of facilities used in production agriculture from state
sales tax.
11. Supporting state income tax credits for landowners who
lease idle farmland to beginning farmers for agricultural
production.
12. Supporting a requirement that public notification of any
change in eligibility standards for REAP program credits
be provided at least 90 days before the fiscal year in
which the change takes effect.

(continued on page 10)

Kurt Zuhlke & Assoc., Inc.
P.O. Box 609, Bangor, PA 18013
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PVGA Members Elect... (continued from page 9)
Federal Issues
Natural Resources
13. Supporting a grandfathered approval for dams and water
containment structures whose design and construction
meet the standards in effect at the time the structure was
built and that they not be subject to more design or construction requirements imposed after the time of construction, unless it is proven that the structure has been
damaged and the level of damage seriously threatens
structural integrity. Furthermore such structures should
be able to be removed at the option of the owner of the
structure, when serious damage has occurred. Also supporting a requirement that the Army Corps of Engineers
base standards for design of dams and water containment structures on the precipitation events that have historically occurred at the location where the structure exits
or is to be built, rather than regionally.
Education
14. Supporting the eligibility of students graduating from college with student loans, who return to production agriculture, for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program.

Reports Given
The members also received the year-end financial reports
which showed a balance of $206,145 in the General Fund,
$123,990 in the Keystone Fund and $21,418 in the Onion
Committee Fund. President Robert Shenot reported on the
implementation of the strategic plan developed in 2014 while
Past President Brian Campbell noted that two Rudoloph Grob
Memorial scholarships will now be awarded each year along
with a Young Grower Award. Secretary-Treasurer William
Reynolds reviewed the budget adopted by the Board of
Directors which anticipates $504,650 in income and $481,900
in expenses in the General Fund. He noted that membership
was 817 after the second day of the convention, tied with the
previous record set in 2011 when the membership peaked at
1,004. Sales at both the Ag Progress Days and Farm Show
food booths set new sales records.
Educational Committee chairman David Miller reported that
convention attendance was the highest ever for the second day
at 1,038. Regional educational events are being planned for the
summer along with continuation of the newsletter, website and
email updates as the Association’s communications to members. Government Affairs Committee chairman Jonathan Strite
reported that legislative visits are being planned for March 16.
Marketing and Research Committee chairman Thomas
Strzelecki reported that the Board had approved $12,000 in
funding for two small fruit research projects and $60,000 for
vegetable research projects to be selected by the Vegetable
Marketing and Research Board that evening. The Association
will also be providing $10,000 to fund a tomato breeding
research technician. Jeff Stotlzfus reported the Simply Sweet
Onion Committee has now been operating for 10 years and
continues to grow.
Mr. Shenot invited members to the Ice Cream Social that
evening where the Association would celebrate its 90th anniversary with cake as well as ice cream. He also reported that the
Directors had met with Dr. Richard Roush, Dean of the College
of Agricultural Sciences at Penn State the day before to express
the Association’s concern for the filling of vegetable extension
and research positions. The Dean asked Association members
to meet with their legislators regarding the critical need for the
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state appropriation for agricultural research and extension
which the governor vetoed.
The members observed a moment of silence in memory of
the following members and friends of the Association who had
passed away in the last year: Kolleen Siebel, Francis Janoski,
Everett and Olive Weiser and Janet Knouse.
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David Miller Elected New PVGA President
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The Association’s Board of Directors elected David
Miller of York as the President of the Association at a special
meeting held immediately after the Annual Meeting of the
General Membership on February 3, 2016. Miller previously served as the First Vice President of the Association and
until November, was also the chairman of the Pennsylvania
Vegetable Marketing and Research Program Board. Also
elected were Jonathan Strite of Harrisburg as First Vice
President, Jeffrey Stoltzfus of Atglen as Second Vice
President and William Reynolds of Waynesboro as
Secretary-Treasurer. At their regular meeting on February 1,
2016, in Hershey, they also adopted the 2016 budget that
anticipates $504,650 in income and $481,900 in spending.
Officers are elected by the Board of Directors each year
to one-year terms. By tradition, the President and Vice
2016 PVGA Officers (left to right) Dave Miller, President; Jon Strite, First
Presidents are elected to two one-year terms with the Vice
Vice President; Bill Reynolds, Secretary-Treasurer; Rob Shenot, Past
Presidents moving up to the next higher office after two
President; and Jeff Stoltzfus, Second Vice President.
years. Retiring President Robert Shenot assumes the office
of Past President. The Past President sits on the Executive
ance of $159,200. The Association purposely maintains a sizeCommittee with the other four officers and is chairman of the
able balance in the General Fund to enable it to self insure itself
Leadership and Recognition Committee which nominates canagainst unexpected decreases in revenue. Bad weather during
didates for Directors and officers.
the Farm Show or Convention can significantly decrease the
The budget adopted by the Directors has a projected surincome in any given year but the General Fund reserves will
plus of $22,750 and allocates a record amount for research enable the Association to maintain its support for research, pro$60,000 for vegetable research, $10,000 for a tomato breeding
motion and other activities even though income may be lower
technician and $14,000 for small fruit research or a total of
than expected.
$84,000.
The Board approved funding for the following small fruit
The budget leaves a projected General Fund balance of
research project for 2016: “Evaluation of Strawberry Cultivars
$229,436 at the end of the year, well above the target level bal(continued on page 12)
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Growers Urged to Participate in Best Management
Practices Survey

Penn State is conducting a survey aimed at counting the
best management practices that Pennsylvania farmers have put
in place on farms in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed.
Pennsylvania Farm Bureau has partnered with Penn State and
other state agencies and agricultural organizations in developing the survey and the process for handling of the data collected through the survey. Farmers will be asked to provide information on the types of BMPs used on their farm, such as cover
crops or no-till planting.
“We need all farmers in the Bay watershed to take part in
this survey and provide information on what they are doing to
manage the soil and nutrients on their farm,” said PFB
President Rick Ebert. “The data collected will be used to quantify for federal agencies a more accurate accounting of BMPs
used by Pennsylvania farmers.”
Penn State is sending out letters encouraging farmers to
participate in the survey and directing them to the website
http://src.survey.psu.edu/farmbmp/. Each letter has a five-digit

David Miller Elected... (continued from page 11)

and Selections for Plasticulture and Matted-Row Production
and Value of Crown Thinning for Plasticulture Production” by
Kathleen Demchak and Richard Marini at Penn State and
Timothy Elkner with Penn State Extension - $4,000. Two years
ago the Board had also committed $8,000 annually for five
years to a multi-state project on high tunnel strawberry production funded by a Specialty Crop Research Initiative grant. The
project includes researchers at Penn State University, Michigan
State
University,
Cornell
University
and
others.
PVGA’scontribution is part of the required industry matching
funds required by the grant program. These two projects will
only use $12,000 of the $14,000 allocated for small fruit
research.
The Association’s $60,000 vegetable research allocation,
which is $4,000 more than last year’s amount, will be added to
the $25,000 in assessment dollars allocated for research by the
Pennsylvania Vegetable Marketing and Research Program for
a total of $85,000 in vegetable research funding.
In other action, the Board:
- approved the December meeting minutes and
the year-end financial reports;
- approved payment of lodging expenses and
honorariums for the Grace family for helping the entire week at the Farm Show and
an honorarium for Barron Hetherington for
helping entire week;
- authorized applying for a Specialty Crop Block
Grant for videoing a series of twilight meetings and live-streaming an intensive biocontrols school through the Vegetable
Marketing and Research Program;
- approved state and federal legislative priorities for 2016; and
- received reports on the Farm Show Food
Booth, Simply Sweet Onion program and
various other issues.
The next meeting of the Association will be
held on Wednesday March 16, in conjunction
with the Association’s Legislative Visitation Day
in the Capitol in Harrisburg.
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code that farmers must use to complete the survey. The survey
is intended for farmers operating within the Chesapeake Bay
Watershed. Farmers who have not completed the electronic
survey by mid-February will receive a copy in the mail.
Pennsylvania Farm Bureau believes the federal
Environmental Protection Agency has significantly underreported the number of BMPs that farmers are using to reduce the
amount of nutrients reaching the Chesapeake Bay Watershed.
Penn State will share the aggregated data with state and federal officials to give a more accurate accounting of BMPs within
the watershed.
The model used by the EPA to develop its bay cleanup plan
only accounts for BMPs that were paid for using federal costshare dollars, ignoring the voluntary practices installed on
farms. Participation in this survey is extremely valuable as PFB
continues to challenge the accuracy of the EPA’s claims of levels of pollution caused by agriculture in the Bay. The project
may require that someone from Penn State meet with a small
number of randomly selected group of survey participants to
verify that survey data reflects what is happening on the farm.
Growers are strongly encouraged to participate in this survey.
For more information, and to view a video of the survey,
visit www.pfb.com/pfb-media/news-releases.
From the Penna. Agricultural Alliance Issues Update,
Penna. Farm Bureau, February 2016.

Farmers Reminded of DMAP Enrollment Deadline

Winter is a good time for farmers to look at their plans for
coping with wildlife damage and to consider enrolling in a program that assists with deer damage. Farmers can use the Deer
Management Assistance Program, known as DMAP, to help
keep deer populations in check on their land. Unchecked deer
populations can cause serious damage to crops. An average
deer eats about 2,100 pounds of forage annually. If those deer
are feeding on farm crops, it can take a large chunk out of farm
income.
Hunting is a great way to keep deer populations under control.
(continued on page 13)
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The DMAP program allows farmers to control who hunts on
their property, or allows the Game Commission to distribute permits through their automated license system. The Pennsylvania
Game Commission is again setting a late spring enrollment date
for DMAP. To participate in DMAP, you must enroll by May 1, so
now is an excellent time to consider your wildlife management
plans.
In order for farmers to qualify, they must be the owner or
lessee of private lands, and must be able to demonstrate that
he or she is suffering crop or tree damage on the property. That
property may be posted or un-posted. DMAP coupons are then
given to the property owner or lessee at a rate of one per five
acres of cultivated lands, or one per 50 acres of forest. Property
owners are then allowed to distribute those coupons to licensed
hunters, who can then redeem the coupon for a DMAP antlerless deer harvest permit. Hunters have to pay the Game
Commission the set fee of $10.70 for a resident DMAP permit.
The non-resident permit is $35.70. Each permit can be used to
harvest one antlerless deer on the specific DMAP property
enrolled in the program. Permits to hunt under DMAP are only
valid for the property for which they are issued. To enroll in
DMAP you must contact the PA Game Commission regional
office that serves your area immediately after deer seasons
end. The PA Game Commission can also give you more information on the rules and regulations for DMAP.
From the Penna. Agricultural Alliance Issues Update,
Penna. Farm Bureau, February 2016.

Ag Plastics Recycling

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau is asking the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture to implement an agriculture plastic
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recycling program. Farm Bureau is concerned that burning of
agriculture plastics, a common disposal method used by farmers, may no longer fall under exemptions generally given to the
burning of agriculture waste.
There is no formal statewide program for recycling plastics
like silage bags, mulch, or drip irrigation. PFB is asking the
Department of Agriculture to implement a recycling program
similar to one run in New York. There, Cornell University and
other state agencies coordinate the pickup of used agriculture
plastics.
In the past, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection has tolerated the burning of agriculture waste.
However, those exemptions cover only agricultural commodities
in their “unmanufactured state.” Some DEP officials have told
farmers that agriculture plastics do not fall under the exemptions for agriculture open burning.
However, farmers who have attempted to recycle agriculture products have had them turned away over concerns that
they are too dirty to recycle.
“Pennsylvania Farm Bureau is becoming increasingly concerned that our farm families will soon find themselves between
a legal rock and a practical hard place,” PFB President Rick
Ebert said in a letter to the department. “We already have farmers telling us they can no longer legally burn spent plastics and
the local recycling programs do not accept spent agricultural
plastics.”
PFB encouraged the department to look into the Recycling
Agricultural Plastics Program (RAPP) implemented in New
York. The program uses a mobile baler which collects spent
plastics. When the program launched, Cornell University held
(continued on page 14)
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Two PVGA Scholarships to be Offered for 2016

The Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association is
pleased to able to offer two Rudolph Grob Memorial
Scholarships each year to a child or grandchild of a PVGA
member who is pursuing higher education with the goal of working in production agriculture. While previously only one scholarship was awarded each year, the Board of Directors has
approved awarding two scholarships beginning with 2015.
The Association gives the annual scholarships in the
amount of $1,000 in memory of Rudolph Grob of Millersville
who served the Association for 50 years as a Director, 20 years
as Secretary Treasurer and for over 20 years as manager of the
Association’s Farm Show Booth. Mr. Grob was a horticulture
graduate of Penn State University who was employed for many
years at Funks Farm Market in Millersville. The funds for the
scholarships are generated by a portion of the interest earned
by the Association’s Keystone Fund, an endowment-type fund
created by the voluntary extra dues paid the Keystone Members
of the Association.
The purpose of the scholarships is to assist children and
grandchildren of Association members in obtaining a degree
that will enable them to pursue a career in the vegetable, potato or berry production industries. Applicants must meet the fol-

State News Briefs (continued from page 13)

educational programs for farmers to learn about requirements
for product cleanliness. PFB believes the Department of
Agriculture is the best option to lead a multi-agency initiative to
start a statewide agriculture plastic recycling program.
From the Penna. Agricultural Alliance Issues Update,
Penna. Farm Bureau, February 2016.

Committee Approves High Tunnel Bill

On December 18, the House Environmental Resources
and Energy Committee reported out House Bill 1103. This bill,
introduced by Rep. David Zimmerman (R-Lancaster) exempts
high-tunnel buildings from the Storm Water Management Act.
PVGA strongly supports this bill and sent emails to the committee members urging them to support this bill. The Pennsylvania
State Council of Farm Organizations also took a policy position
for the bill (with two negative votes from the Association of
Conservation Districts and the Chesapeake Bay Foundation),
citing study costs that would
make a high-tunnel building economically
unfeasible.
Opponents have argued that
some high tunnel buildings are
large enough to leave a water
management footprint and
should not be exempted from
the Act.
Adapted from the AG ONE
Newsletter, Penna. State
Council of Farm Organizatons,
Issue 2015-14, December 21,
2015.

lowing criteria:
- be the child or grandchild of an Association member who has
been a member in good standing for at least one year
- be enrolled in a two-year or four-year degree program;
- be in good academic standing; and
- be intent on pursuing a career in the vegetable, potato, or
berry production industries.
Applications are now being accepted for the 2016 scholarships. The deadline is March 31, 2016. Applications are
reviewed by the Association’s Scholarship Committee which
determines who receives the scholarships. The current committee members are: Carolyn Beinlich, Keith Eckel, Curtis Kaelin,
Michael Orzolek and Hilary Schramm, Jr.
The $1,000 scholarships are awarded for a one-year period.
Recipients may apply for a renewal although preference will be
given to other qualified students over previous recipients. It is
not a need-based scholarship. Payment of the funds is made
directly to the institution.
The following items must be included with a completed application form:
q A copy of the most recent academic transcript.
q Two letters of reference from someone outside of the
immediate family.
q A typed essay (approximately 500 words) on one of the
following topics:
• Describe the biggest issue that has faced the
Vegetable/Potato/Berry Industry in Pennsylvania in the last
five years or that the Industry will face in the next five years
and how you plan to deal with this issue in your future
career, or
• Describe your previous experiences with the
Vegetable/Potato/Berry Industry and the role you hope to
play in the Pennsylvania Vegetable/Potato/Berry Industry
upon graduation.
Applications must be postmarked by March 31, 2016 and are
available by contacting PVGA at 717-694-3596 or
pvga@pvga.org. The committee may request to interview the
applicant in person or by telephone as well as contact college
or school advisors and/or references. If you have a child or
grandchild in college, encourage them to apply for the scholarships.

Custom Built Designs - Domestic and International Markets
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PA Preferred™ Member Spotlight: Huntsinger Farms
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If you enjoy potato products, you will love Huntsinger
Farms. Hegins, Pennsylvania, Schuylkill County, is where
you will find this 97 year-old farm. The farm was previously
owned and operated by John and Fronie Huntsinger under
the name “Huntsinger’s Mill.” They started farming the surrounding land that they still use for their potato crops today.
In 1921, Elvin Huntsinger, John and Fronie’s son, started
Huntsinger’s Farm, Inc. Today, the farm is being run by
Elvin’s daughter, Ruth, and son-in-law, Alan Terwilliger, as
well as his three grandsons, John, Stephen, and Neil.
Huntsinger Farms is committed to producing a safe and
wholesome product, while utilizing innovative practices.
They plant, grow, harvest, store, wash, sort and pack their
potatoes differently than most American potato operations.
The farm has adopted technology from European agricultural practices in order to maximize the quality of their finished
product. They plant their crops using a de-stoner in the
spring, being the first farm in the United States to adopt this
type of equipment from England for the production of potatoes. They also inspect their fields regularly, applying an
integrated pest management (IPM) approach to maintain
Harvesting potatoes at Huntsinger Farms.
healthy plants.
Currently, they are growing between 80 and 100 acres of
prevented from entering. High quality potatoes, if harvested
red, white and gold potato varieties. When it is time to harvest
properly, can last in these storage bins for nearly a year.
the potatoes a Pearson harvester from England is utilized,
The Terwilliger family is proud to display the PA Preferred™
which is specifically designed to harvest potatoes in de-stoned
logo on the Huntsinger Farm products. Looking to the future,
beds. Once dug from the field by the harvester, the potatoes are
they wish to see the farm continue steady growth and increase
placed directly into 1,000-pound storage bins and are not
their storage capabilities. They are always looking for improvetouched again until it is time for washing, sorting and packing.
ments to be made when it comes to the farming and production
The farm prefers to use storage bins as opposed to large piles
operations.
for storing their potatoes for several reasons: it allows them to
They invite anyone interested to come to visit and tour the
easily isolate quality issues, lessen the effect of pressure bruisfacility. They enjoy the opportunity to share their story and their
ing, and ensure better traceability. These bins are kept at 95%
operation to further the potato industry.
humidity and strict measures are taken to ensure that light is
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Farm Show Volunteer Honor Roll
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Following is the list of farms and individuals who volunteered time to staff the Farm Show Food Booth this year. We apologize for any
names that might be omitted. Asterisks (*) indicate the number of days persons helped (if more than one).
A batch of fried pickles
ready to serve.

Jan Simmons
and Steve Lutz

Blooming Onions being prepared.

John Obarr and Ben King

Amy Metrick
Robert & Lois Keller

Mike Masser

Dave Adams
Ag Choice Farm Credit
Dave & Maria Hudish
Melissa Jutba
Nichole Liddick
Emme Rickabaugh
Robert Amsterdam*** & Susan Richards
B & R Farms
Robin** & Boots******** Hetherington
Blair Hetherington
Katie Hetherington Cunfer
Morgan Hetherington
Kevin Bond
Barefoot Farm
David and Laura Hartzell
Elijah Hartzell
Luke Corbin
Baronners Farm
Robert Baronner
Gordon Perry
Baseshore Farms
Tom Baseshore
Kathy Evans
Donna Miller
Brenda Baumgardner
Timothy Beard
Bender’s Potatoes
Brook Bender
Amanda Tarman
John Berry
Bitler Farms
Steven Bogash***
Brian Campbell Farms
Brian & Erica Campbell***
Brooke Campbell***
Laura Campbell
Payton Aucher
Tyler Avery
Joanne McGarvey
Francis & Jennifer Broyan
Burger Farms
Leonard Burger Jr.
Lenny Burger III
Henry & Ellen Burkholder
Julia Burkholder
Charney Farms
Ed Charney
Lauren Charney
Rebecca Charney
Marissa Charney
Duane & Judith Charles
Charles Farm Produce
Kevin & Sharon Charles
Conrad Charles
Copenhaver Farms
Ronald & Brenda Copenhaver & family
Jessie & Martha Copenhaver
Crop Production Services
James Jordan
George Umholtz
D & E Farms
Jillian Erlemeier**
Brandon Carter**
Dan Schantz Farm & Greenhouse
John Carl
Ed Cordero
Nevin & Melody Davis
Danielle Hartley
Kevin & Lise Hench
Chris Davis
Clyde & Peggy Dearolf

Kenneth Dearolf**
Larry Dixon
Karen Doyle
Ted Dymond**
Fred W. Eckel Sons Farms
Robert & Rachel Lunger
Kelly Eckert
Tim Elkner
Diana Erb
John Esslinger
Brenda Esterline**
Verna Everett
FDR Produce
Fred Ranck
Austin Ranck
Earl Ferry
Greg Forry****
Foxleigh Farm
Carville Mace
Carville Mace, Jr.
Dennis & Becky Frey
Furmano Foods
Don Bergey
Jim & Sandy Clemens
Don**** & Sue Geise
Dave & Jody Geise
Terry Greaser
Scott Hoffman
Jim & Phyllis Kohl
Ken Martin***
Mike & Jenny Masser
Steve & Andrea Reinard
Mike Stroup
Stephen & Gayle Ganser
Gleaning Project of South Central PA
Renee Dotson
Jay Eury
Graceland Farm Market
Jack Grace*********
Nancy Grace*********
Jackie Grace*********
Gray’s Apple Ridge Orchard
David & Pam Gray
Phil and Nancy Lengle
Jeff Waltermyer
Groff’s Vegetable Farm
Earl & Edith Groff
Mary Ann Leaman
Hardings Farm Market
Steven Harding
Emily Harding
Stephanie Harding
Harner Farm
Dan Harner
Chris Harner
Harvest Valley Farms
Arthur & Kathy King**
David King**
Caleb Costanzo**
Katya Nouletta**
Sarah Zanotti**
Greg Heigel
Harvest View Farm
Kenneth & Cathy Metrick
Amy Metrick
Help From Above Farm
Mark Stanley
Andrew Stanley
Glenn Hetherington
Wilmer & Edna Hoover
Richard Johnson
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Michael Kahl
Brent & Julie Kaylor**
Kegel’s Produce
Ben Beganski
Ben Burchfield
Jordan Hilt
Matt Kreider
Alan Massenburg
Kevin McCart
Eric Murr
Kemmerer Farms
Alan Kemmerer
Adam Kemmerer
Justin Andres
Ben King**
Klinger Farms
Lois Klinger
Rick Klinger
Kristen Joyce
Greg & Annette Kratzer
David Kreider**
Lloyd & Mary Lois Kreider
Theodore & Mary Kulp
Lichtenwalner Farms
Kathy Lichtenwalner
Mollie Lichtenwalner
Steve & Carol Lutz**
Ken Martz
McPherson Greenhouses
Michael McPherson
Robert McPherson
Eugene Strouse
Neil & Audrey Merkel
Miller Plant Farm
David Miller**
Brent Clever
Joan Flickinger
Chris Johnson
Steve Slyder
Lisa Griffith
Karly Lehman
Lynne Shive
Greg Watson**
Erin Ashby
Vicki Masek
Jeffrey & Kay Mizer
Barrie Moser**
Moyer’s Mum Farm
Ben Moyer
Ken & Kim Moyer
New Morning Farm
Dean Martin
Stephanie Sparrell
Caitlan Zlatos
Laverne Nolt
Melanie Noss
John O’Barr
Eric Oesterling**
Fran Olliver**
Pallman Farms
Brian Pallman
Bruce Pallman
Craig Pallman
Ashten Carpenter
Kevin Kelly
Wendy O’Malley
Paulus Farm Market
James Paulus**
Weyant Paulus
Penn State Harrisburg Phi Sigma Phi

NEWS
Luis Tejada, Jr.
Mauricio Valverde
Javen Williams
Penn Valley Farm
Robert & Lois Keller
Karen Keller
Jared Harnly
James Kauffman
Lauren Kauffman
Nate Kauffman
Walter & Robin Peregrim
Robert Pollock**
Chris Powell
Ernest Pyle**
Ryan Pyle*****
William Rankin***
Reiff’s Farm Market
Ed Reiff
Nathan Reiff
Teresa Reiff
Leon Ressler
William & Lois Reynolds***
Richmond Produce
Samuel Burkholder
Elaine Burkholder
Craig Richard
Tyler & Jennifer Rohrer
Jay & Marion Rutt
Steve Sample*****
Hilary & Martha Schramm**
Dave Schreck**
John Smucker
Marlin Sensenig**
J & L Shafer Farms
Dallas Shafer
Josh Zehner
John Shenk
Tim Shultz
Scott & Jan Simmons
Heather Skorinko
Allen Sollenberger
Stahl’s Plants & Produce
Priscilla Stahl
Josiah Stahl****
Elaine Steigman
Charles Stoecker
Elmer Stoltzfus
Trevor Stover**
Strawberry Lane
Keith Kaucher**
Noah Kaucher**
Jon Strite***
Tom & Kim Strzelecki
Styer Farm & Market
Daisy Styer
Keith Styer
Sara Styer
Chris Swartz
Bonnie Troxell
Cheryl Troxell***
Joel Weaver
Tina Weyant
Tim White
Karen Wilson
Donald Wise
Yellow Hill Farm
Craig & Natalie** Bishop
Zachery Smelser
David Zimmerman
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Karen Keller

The Michael’s
Concessions
frying crew.

Carol Lutz,
Robin Hetherington,
Boots Hetherington

Lois Klinger

Lauren Kauffman,
Laverne Nolt,
Fran Olliver
and Jackie Grace
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2016 Convention Breaks Registration Records

The 2016 Mid-Atlantic Fruit and Vegetable Convention conTomatoes: Kenneth Martin – Furmano Foods
tinued the tradition of offering fruit and vegetable growers
General Vegetables: Dr. Michael Orzolek - Penn State Univ.
throughout the mid-Atlantic states a first-rate, three-day educaGreenhouse: Sinclair Adams and Steven Bogash - Penn State
tional conference with a large industry trade show. About 970
Extension
persons registered with PVGA for the three-day event. With
Vine Crops and Pumpkins: Thomas Butzler and Dr. Timothy
300 speakers and guests, the attendance for the vegetable porElkner - Penn State Extension
tion of the Convention was about 1,270, the highest vegetable
High Tunnels and Biocontrols: Steven Bogash - Penn State
registration ever. About 820 fruit growers from Pennsylvania,
Extension and David King - Harvest Valley Farm
Maryland, New Jersey and Virginia plus 400 exhibitor represenSmall Fruit: Kathleen Demchak – Penn State Univ.
tatives put total attendance at about 2,490.
Potatoes: Dr. William Lamont – Penn State Univ.
For the twelveth year the
Cover Crops: Kenneth Martin – Furmano Foods and David King
program featured a keynote
– Harvest Valley Farm
address for all the Convention
Food Safety: Jeffrey Stoltzfus, Eastern Lancaster Co. School
attendees on the opening mornDistrict
ing. Over 400 persons gathHerbs: Dr. Beth Gugino – Penn State Univ.
ered to hear keynote speaker
Root Crops: Lee Stivers - Penn State Extension
Elaine Froese, a farm family
Food Banks: Robert Amsterdam – Feeding America
coach from Manitoba, Canada.
Hydroponics: Thomas Ford and Steven Bogash - Penn State
Her topic was “Discuss the
Extension
Undiscussabull – Ten Tools for
Hops: Thomas Ford and Tanner Delvalle - Penn State
Talking About Tough Issues.”
Extension
She emphasized the need for
Peppers and Eggplant: Thomas Strzelecki – Covered Wagon
farm families to intentionally Elaine Froese emphasized
Produce and David King – Harvest Valley Farm
work to verbalize the needs and the importance of good comSpecialty Crops: John Esslinger - Penn State Extension
expectations of each family munication in a family farm
Cut Flowers: Thomas Ford - Penn State Extension
member about the farm busi- business.
Innovations in Equipment: Steven Bogash - Penn State
Photo - William Weaver
ness.
If these needs and
Extension
expectations are expressed in a calm and civil manner, it is easGMOs: William Hlubik – Rutgers Coop. Extension and Heather
ier for the family to work on developing a mutual plan that meets
Mikulas - Penn State Extension
as many of the family members needs as possible. Ms. Froese
Wholesale Marketing: John Berry - Penn State Extension
was the speaker at session the following day where she dealt
Business Planning: John Berry and Brian Moyer - Penn State
with farming’s in-law factor and family dynamics. This year’s
Extension and Tina Forry – Forry’s Roadside Market
keynote address was sponsored again by DuPont Crop
Agritourism: William Hlubik – Rutgers Coop. Extension and
Protection while Ms. Froese’s participation was made possible
William Reynolds – Reynolds’ Pumpkin Farm
by a grant from the USDA Risk Management Agency.
Marketing 101: Brian Moyer and Carla Snyder – Penn State
The three-day Convention featured eight or nine concurrent
Extension
educational sessions on all three days including, for the seventh
Social Media and Technology: Shannon Dill – Univ. of Maryland
year, two sessions in Spanish. In addition, the
Extension
(continued on page 20)
Convention included six pre-convention workshops on February 1 plus a farm market bus SEE VIDEOS OF SPRAYERS IN ACTION ON UPDATED WEBSITE!
tour. The workshops covered hard cider proNEW HYDRAULIC FOLD SPRAYER FEATURES
duction, hops production, farm transition, farm
AIRBAG BOOM SUSPENSION!
food safety, tree fruit pruning, and pesticide
applicator license training. The farm market
bus tour included visits to Kegel’s Produce,
Kauffman’s Fruit Farm, Cherry Hill Orchard
Outlet and Country Barn Market. Exhibits from
160 companies and organizations displayed
their products and services in the exhibit halls
all three days.
David Miller from the Pennsylvania
Vegetable Growers Association was the
Convention Joint Committee chairman for 2016
as well as the chairman of the PVGA Sprayer • 200 Gallon Manual Fold • 400 Gallon Manual Fold
Convention Planning Task Force. The educa- Models • 300 Gallon Manual Fold • 400 Gallon Hydraulic Fold
tional sessions were organized by the following
individuals:
Sweet Corn and Wildlife Management: Dr.
1340 Broadway Rd., Winfield, PA 17889
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Farm Show Booth Sets New Sales Record
This year’s PVGA Farm Show Food Booth at the 100th
Farm Show set a new overall sales record of nearly $211,200 –
thanks to the efforts of over 200 volunteers.
Sales were up almost $14,000 from last year’s record sales
although due to increased costs profits dropped about $2,500 to
about $55,900. Thanks to the help of over 40 volunteers each
day who filled 350 shifts during the eight and half days of the
Farm Show, PVGA earned a profit of about $160 for each volunteer shift. While sales of batter-dipped vegetables/blooming
onions and soup/salad/drinks were down slightly, sales of the
funnel cakes and fried pickles increased considerably.
The only new menu item this year was carrot cake funnel
cakes. The menu also included batter-dipped vegetables,
blooming onions, berry and pumpkin funnel cakes, fried pickles,
strawberry slush drink, raspberry lemonade, vegetable soup,
chicken corn soup, broccoli-cheese soup, chili, broccoli-cauliflower and bean salads, carrot/celery sticks, dill pickles, mixed
berry pie, pumpkin pie, and vegetable wraps. Sales included:
— 8,600 servings of batter-dipped vegetables
— 7,800 Strawberry Surprise drinks;
— 7,400 blooming onions;
— 5,100 bowls and 234 quarts of vegetable, chicken corn,
broccoli/cheese and chili soups or about 499 gallons;
— 3,400 funnel cakes;
— 2,675 raspberry lemonades
— 1,800 bowls of broccoli/cauliflower and bean salads;
— 1,700 dill pickles;
— 1,700 servings of fried pickles
— 850 pieces of Very Berry and pumpkin pie; and
— 780 vegetable wraps

Refrigerated and
Ventilated Cooling
Systems for Fruit and
Vegetable Storages

• COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
• DESIGN, SALES AND SERVICE
• SERVING AGRICULTURE FOR OVER 60 YEARS
Free Consultation and Quote
Call Mike Mager at 585-343-2678

REFRIGERATION CO. OF BATAVIA

26 Cedar Street, Batavia, NY 14020
www.arcticrefrigeration.com
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Bill Reynolds, PVGA Secretary-Treasurer and Brian
Campbell, PVGA Past President, each managed the booth for
several days this year. The Board of Directors is working
toward having other persons besides the Executive Secretary
able to manage the booth. Jack Grace and his daughters
Jackie and Nancy of Grove City graciously volunteered for the
sixteenth year to oversee the soup-making operations and
assist in overall management for the entire week while Boots
Hetherington oversaw the drink portion of the booth for the
week.
This year’s booth again featured a large flat screen television where pictures from PVGA members’ farms were shown
throughout the week. Nancy Grace put together the slide show
from pictures submitted by members.
Michael’s Concessions of Northampton, a family business
that operates concessions at fairs and carnivals throughout the
year did the actual preparation and frying of the batter-dipped
vegetables, blooming onions, fried pickles and funnel cakes
while PVGA volunteers served and sold them. PVGA volunteers also helped prepare the vegetables. The produce for the
batter-dipped vegetables and blooming onions was supplied by
Kegel’s Produce.
The Honor Roll of this year’s volunteers is listed on pages
16 and 17 to recognize those who made the effort to come to
Harrisburg to help out. If you didn’t help this year, please volunteer to help next year. The more new volunteers we have, the
less time we need to ask of our veteran volunteers. The Farm
Show Food Booth, along with the Ag Progress Days Food
Booth, make it possible for the Association to support research
and promotion activities.

TEW MANUFACTURING CORP.
Fruit & Vegetable Cleaning & Sizing
Equipment

Quality Latex & Poly Sponge
Drying Donuts
Tuff Foam® Protective Padding
Brushes, Bearings, Sizing Chains
Scrubber Rubber Plain & Fabric Back
Stanhay, Tew Jr.™, Tew Mx™
Vegetable Seed Planters & Parts

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
1-800-380-5839
TEW MFG. CORP.
585-586-6120
P.O. BOX 87
FAX: 585-586-6083
PENFIELD, NY 14526
www.tewmfg.com
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2016 Convention Breaks... (continued from page 18)
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Other members of the PVGA Convention Planning Task
Force were: Thomas Childs, Fred Dymond III, John Esslinger,
Gary Faulkner, Peter Ferretti, Thomas Ford, Bruce Hellerick,
Arthur King, Lois Klinger, Robert Pollock, Steve Sample,
Thomas Styer, Randy Triechler, Grant Troup, Adam Voll and
Pearl Wetherall
Ag Choice Farm Credit and MidAtlantic Farm Credit sponsored a grower reception prior to the annual Fruit and Vegetable
Growers Dinner on Febraury 2. PVGA presented its Annual
Award to Barron Hetherington and announced Life
Memberships for Jonathan Grace and William Lamont (see articles on page 3). Retiring President Robert Shenot was recogTo celebrate the Associaton’s 90th anniversary, the Ice
nized for this two year’s of service as president. The State
Cream Social menu included this specially decorated cake.
Horticultural Association presented their
annual award to Ed Weaver along with Farm
Show awards to Peter’s Orchards and
Strite’s Orchard. They also recognized retiring President Timothy Weiser and retiring
reseach committee members Philip Baugher
and Julie Baugher Haller. The Maryland
State Horticultural Society presented their
top award to Robert Rouse.
Sponsors for the banquet included
Kirby Agri, Inc., Knouse Foods Cooperative,
the State Horticultural Association of
Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania Apple
Marketing Program (Platinum Level $1,000
or more); Adams County Nursery, Hess
Brothers Fruit Co. and Rice Fruit Company Pennsylvania Secretary of Agriculture Russell Redding (far right) was on hand to help
(Gold Level $500 to $999); Maryland State PVGA officers cut the anniversary cake (left to right): Rob Shenot – Past President, Dave
Horticultural Society, New Jersey State Miller – President, Jon Strite – First Vice President, Bill Reynolds – Secretary-Treasurer,
Horticultural Society, Pennsylvania Farm Bill Troxell – Executive Secretary, and Secretary Redding.
Bureau, Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers
Association, Rockford Package Supply, The Core Group (Bear
J. S.
Mountain Orchards, Bream Orchards and El Vista Orchards)
Woodhouse
and the Virginia State Horticultural Society (Silver Level $250 to
was one of the
$499); and Baker Ag Lime, Wafler Nursery and Weller &
160 exhibitors
Associates, Inc. (Bronze Level $100 to $249).
at the
The American Fruit Grower magazine sponsored three of
tradeshow this
the tree fruit sessions and the American Vegetable Grower
year.
magazine sponsored three of the vegetable sessions. Bayer
CropScience provided free tote bags and International Paper
provide name badge lanyards.
On the second night of the Convention, PVGA hosted the
seventeenth annual Ice Cream Social. To celebrate PVGA’s
90th anniversary, Secretary of Agricutlure Russell Redding was
on hand to help PVGA officers cut the anniversary
cake decorated with the PVGA logo. Generous portions of ice cream and a choice of toppings (including
Hershey’s chocolate syrup, of course) were accompanied by potato chips and other snacks donated by
Utz Potato Chips and Herr Foods. A musical jam
session featuring volunteer convention attendees
provided entertainment in the lobby.
This was the 39th year for the combined fruit and
vegetable meetings in Hershey that have become
Ken Martin refills the juice
one of the premier grower meetings in the eastern
machine with Furmano’s
part of the country. The planning committees will
tomato juice. Attendees can
meet in March to begin planning for next year’s edienjoy free cider and tomato
tion of the Mid-Atlantic Fruit and Vegetable
juice through out the day as
Convention which will be held January 31 to February
well as free apples.
2, 2017.
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PVGA Allocates a Record
Amount of Research Support

The Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association Board of
Directors budgeted $84,000 for vegetable and small fruit
research in 2016 although to date only $82,000 has been allocated towards specific projects. This year’s contributions put
PVGA’s funding for research over the past 28 years at
$942,000.
The research funding has been made possible solely
through the profits earned at the Association’s food booths at
the Farm Show and Ag Progress Days. While the Association
earned much less than $84,000 at the Farm Show and Ag
Progress Days booths, this amount of research grants would
not be possible without these food booth profits. Surplus
income from the Mid-Atlantic Convention and General Fund
reserves are helping to fund the 2016 research grants. This
year, PVGA will contribute $60,000 towards vegetable research,
$10,000 to help support a tomato breeding technician at Penn
State and $12,000 for small fruit research. While $14,000 was
budgeted for small fruit research, the proposals funded will only
require $12,000.
The following fourteen vegetable projects are being funded
in conjunction with the Vegetable Marketing and Research
Program which will contribute another $25,000 for a total of
$85,000 for vegetable research. The projects approved for funding with their objectives are listed below.
Managing Corn Earworm While Conserving Aphid
Biocontrols
Shelby J. Fleischer Penn State Univ. and and Jeff Stoltzfus,
ELANCO Adult Farmer Education Program
$4,500
- Test the efficacy of Gemstar against corn ear worm in conditions in Pennsylvania.
New Herbicide Options for Weed Control in Sweet Corn
Dwight Lingenfelter, Penn State Univ. and Mark VanGessel,
Univ. of Delaware
$3,000
- Examine various new herbicides in sweet corn to determine
their effectiveness on weed control.
- Evaluate these herbicide programs on sweet corn injury and
yield impact.
Evaluation of Select Seed and In-Furrow Treatments for
the Management of Soilborne Pathogens of Snap
Bean.
Beth K. Gugino, Penn State Univ.
$4,891
- Evaluate select seed and in-furrow treatments for the management of soilborne pathogens of snap bean.
Efficacy of Fungicides for the Management of White Mold
in Snap Bean in Pennsylvania
Sarah Pethybridge, Cornell Univ., New York Agricultural
Experiment Station, and Beth K. Gugino, Penn State
Univ.
$7,676
- Quantify the efficacy of fungicides and biofungicides in different resistance groups (FRAC codes) for the control of
white mold in snap bean. Biofungicides will be included
in the trial to provide options for the organic production of
snap beans.
Reflex for Pumpkins: Does it Have a Fit?
Dwight Lingenfelter, Penn State Univ.
$2,000
-Evaluate pumpkin safety of fomesafen (Reflex) with four
common pumpkin varieties.

(continued on page 22)

International Paper offers Innovated
Solutions to Vegetable Growers & Packers
International Paper is a
packaging leader in the
Produce Industry due to our
diverse product line, excellent
customer service, strategic
locations and knowledgeable
sales team.
We oﬀer a complete packaging
line for Tomatoes, Cukes,
Peppers and more.
Our One-Stop-Shopping Line
includes:

• Vegetable/Tomato cartons Progressive Packaging for the Agri-Industry
• Berry shippers
• Bulk Melon bins
342 East York Street
• Pint/Quart tills
Biglerville, Pennsylvania 17307
• Paper/Poly bags
Phone 717.677.6111 800.222.8984
• Staples and accessories Fax 717.677.4394
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- Evaluate herbicide effectiveness when fomesafen is used
alone and in combination with Curbit and/or Command
herbicide.
- Determine the effect of Reflex when used in combination
with a rye cover crop.
Keeping Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Profitable:
Statewide Pumpkin Cultivar Trials
Elsa Sánchez, and William Lamont, Penn State Univ.;
Timothy Elkner, Thomas Butzler, Steven Bogash, and
Robert Pollock, Penn State Extension
$10,000
- Evaluate up to 25 cultivars of 15-25 lb orange, smooth-faced
pumpkins
at
three
locations:
southwestern
Pennsylvania, central Pennsylvania and southeastern
Pennsylvania.
Breeding Tomatoes for Disease Resistance and other
Desirable
Horticultural
Characteristics
for
Production in Pennsylvania
Majid R. Foolad, Penn State Univ.
$12,000
- Development and evaluation of experimental F1 hybrids
with high yield, early blight (EB) resistance, and other
desirable horticultural characteristics including high fruit
quality.
- Development of inbred lines of processing and fresh-market
tomatoes with late blight (LB) resistance
- Development of a limited number of experimental F1 hybrids
with LB resistance and other desirable horticultural characteristics.
- Development and genetic characterization of a new recombinant inbred line (RIL) population of tomato segregating
for LB resistance.
- Genetic characterization of new sources of LB resistance
- Field evaluation of Penn State advanced processing and
fresh-market tomato breeding lines
Bacterial Diseases of Tomato: Developing and Augmenting
Current Management Strategies.
Beth K. Gugino, Penn State Univ.
$4,091
- Expand the collection of bacterial pathogen isolates, identify them to genus and species using microbiological and
molecular techniques and characterize their sensitivity to
copper.
- Evaluate the efficacy of select products and programs for
the management of bacterial spot on tomato with a field
trial.
Control of Thrips in High Tunnel Tomato Production with
Natural Enemies and Entomopathogenic Fungi.
Cathy Thomas, PA Department of Agriculture and Sarah
Pickel, Penn State Univ.
$5,000
- Utilize one-on-one training with an IPM/biocontrol specialist
to help growers integrate a biological control program for
management of thrips in high tunnel tomato production.
- Reduce the use of conventional and high-risk pesticides in
high tunnels of participating growers by at least 50%.
Fresh Market Slicer Tomato Variety Evaluation Including
Advanced PSU Selections
Timothy Elkner, Penn State Extension and Majid Foolad,
Penn State Univ.
$7,350
- Evaluate disease resistance, yield and fruit quality of commercially available slicing tomato varieties in a replicated
trial in southeast Pennsylvania. Several advanced selections from Dr. Foolad’s breeding program will also be
included in the trial to compare them with the
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High Tunnel Tomato Leaf Mold Management Evaluation
Timothy Elkner, Penn State Extension and Beth Gugino,
Penn State Univ.
$7,750
- Evaluate currently labeled chemicals as well as combinations of alternative products in a replicated trial to
improve control of this disease. A spring screening trial
will be conducted in a greenhouse followed by a largerscale tunnel evaluation of promising treatments in the fall
using both resistant and susceptible tomato varieties.
The Effect of Cover Crops On Weed Control in Organic
Production of Tomatoes and Brassicas.
Cynthia James and Andrew Smith, Rodale Institute $5,500
- Determine if cover cropping will reduce labor, tillage, and
cultivation costs for weed management in an organic
vegetable production system and if two years of cover
crop use is economically viable.
- Measure any impacts of one or two years of cover crop
usage in a vegetable production system on soil health
and the potential to reduce input costs.
- Compare tomato and broccoli productivity between plots
with and without cover crops and assess the overall economic viability of inserting a cover crop phase into the
rotation for vegetable production.
Bell Pepper Variety Evaluation
Timothy Elkner, Penn State Extension
$6,250
- Evaluate disease resistance, yield and fruit quality of commercially available green bell pepper varieties in a replicated trial in southeast Pennsylvania. Phytophthora and
BLS tolerant/resistant varieties, conventional selections
as well as any available varieties with other desirable
traits (virus resistance, etc.) will be grown.
Deploying Microbes as a Seed Treatment for Protection
Against Soil-Borne Plant Pathogens
Rick Carr and Kris Nichols, Rodale Institute and Eric Nelson,
Cornell Univ.
$5,000
- Vary the rate of freeze-dried compost extract application on
cucumber seeds.
- Conduct plant disease bioassays to measure suppression of
P. aphanidermatum using seed treatments of freezedried compost extract.
-Determine efficacy of freeze-dried compost extract in
supressing Pythium damping-off.
After reviewing all the proposals, the Board decided not to
fund the following three proposals because there was not
enough funding available to do all the projects and they felt the
other projects would be more beneficial to more growers:
Weed and Insect Control in No-till Organic Cucumber
Production
Dr. Gladis Zinati, Rodale Institute
Biological Control of European Corn Borer in Pennsylvania
Early Sweet Corn Production
Cathy Thomas, PA Department of Agriculture
Biological Control of Bacterial Wilt of Cucurbits with a
Common Soil Bacterium, Pseudomonas fluorescens
Dana Roberts and Shelby J. Fleischer, Penn State Univ.
The Board is also asking PVGA to provide an extra $2,600
to fund the sweet corn insect trapping network with Dr. Shelby
Fleischer. They felt this was not “research” but an ongoing IPM
monitoring program that should not be funded with research
funds. The PVGA Board of Directors will consider this request
at their March meeting.
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Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association
Serving Growers for 90 Years • 1926 - 2016

A Glimpse at the Past

In commemoration of the 90th anniversary of the
Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association, we will be running a series of articles on the history of the Association and the
vegetable industry. Below, courtesy of Dr. Michael Orzolek, is
information from the PVGA newsletter in January 1945, about
19 years after the Association was organized. To date, we have
no written record of the exact date the Association was founded
but there is record that the “second” annual meeting was held in
1927, so we assume the first annual meeting was held in 1926.
Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers News
January – 1945

President – Louis Orient, Bridgeville
Vice-President – H.H. Hostetter, Sinking Spring
Secretary/Treasurer – Jesse M. Huffington, State College

Directors
Ray W Wenker, Bustleton
Mark S. Ladd, Waverly
K. S. Philp, Pittsburgh
Walter E. Peeling, Williamsport
A.C. Thompson. Morrisville

Annual dues were $1.00 of which $0.80 cents was for the subscription to the Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers’ News.

Financial Statement for 1944
Receipts
Memberships
Advertisements
Ten Ton Reports
Contributions
Total
Expenditures
Annual Meeting
Ten-Ton Tomato Club
News
Miscellaneous
Total

Balances as of 12/15/44

$1,504.00
$1,866.04
$ 784.96
$ 165.25
$4,410.25

For comparsion purposes, the Association’s income for
2015 was $451,542 and the expenses were $470,580 leaving a
balance of $206,145 in the General Account plus another
$145,408 in the Keystone and Onion Committee accounts. This
is the first written record that we have seen of the Association
having more members than the 1,004 members recorded in
2011. These numbers would indicate they had about 1,500
members in 1944 since dues were only one dollar.
It is also interesting to note the acreages listed here. The
2012 Census of Agriculture reports that there were 3,968 farms
harvesting 49,397 acres of fresh market and processing vegetables including potatoes. The 1945 Census of Agriculture listed
28,786 farms growing 154,793 acres of vegetables for sale and
79,881 farms growing 151,583 acres of potatoes for sale or
home use. It would be interesting to be able to compare the
yields – they were obviously striving for 10 tons per acre yields
for processing tomatoes whereas growers are now achieving 30
tons per acre or more, in exceptional cases 50 tons per acre of
processing tomatoes.

aylor’s Farm Products
Builders Of All Kinds Of
Small Boxes and Bins

$ 113.52
$ 1,511.98
$ 2,359.46
$ 611.45
$ 4,596.41

Bank - $ 705.62
Cash - $
7.33

The acreage of green and leafy vegetables (greens, broccoli,
lettuce, celery. Spinach, green beans, peas, cabbage and mustard)
41,500 acres
Yellow vegetables (carrots, sweet corn, sweet potatoes, winter
squash, , pumpkins, yellow turnips, rutabagas and wax beans)
27,500 acres
Tomatoes 37,000 acres
Potatoes 176,000 acres
Other vegetables
7,000 acres
Total
289,000 acres

Manufacturers of Agricultural Containers.
www.saylorsfarm.com

aylor’s Farm Products
17319 Route 68, Sligo, PA 16255
Phone 814-745-2306
john@saylorsfarm.com
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Getting Started With Culinary Herbs

Elsa Sanchez
Growing culinary herbs can be a profitable niche market,
but not much research has focused on growing culinary herbs
on a commercial-scale in our area. Most of the information in
this primer is from available research, as well as from Tony Ricci
of Green Heron Farm in Three Springs and Deb Brubaker,
Jackie Swihart and Allison Glick of Village Acres Farm and
Foodshed in Mifflintown.

Getting Started

Do your research and establish a market before planting.
Herbs are very labor intensive, particularly in planting and harvesting. Start out small and let your market help determine your
packaging. For wholesale markets, herbs can be packaged in
boxes whereas for direct markets, bags and clam shells are
more common.
Many growers select cultivars based on experience.
Having done some marketing research will also be helpful in
determining what to grow. Seed catalogs are a good resource
for studying the characteristics of various herb cultivars. As with
other crops, disease resistance or tolerance is an important
consideration.

Plants and Planting

A mix of direct seeding and transplants are used to start
herbs. Cilantro and dill can be started by seed; however, transplants can also be used for these herbs. Many herbs are started from transplants to get a good stand or when soil conditions
are not favorable for germination, (for example, dry and shaley).

Chives ready to flower in early spring
Additionally, some perennials, such as members of the mint
family, are not true-to-type from seed and are vegetatively propagated to maintain the desired characteristics.
In general, herbs are grown similarly to other vegetable
crops. Raised bed production systems are common. At Village
Acres Farm, herbs are grown outside or in high tunnels,
depending on the herb. Basil, rosemary, thyme and fall parsley
are grown on bare ground perennial raised beds using drip irrigation in high tunnels. Dill and cilantro are grown in fields outdoors. In the summer, herbs at Green Heron Farm are grown
outside. Green Heron Farm also uses a plasticulture system
with raised beds, one or two drip irrigation lines and black plastic mulch. A thick layer of straw mulch is placed between rows
to suppress weeds and add organic matter to the soil. Research
at North Carolina State University found that using black plastic
mulch results in high yields and clean product. While the straw
mulch helps manages weeds, slugs can become a problem.
Fresh wood mulches may decrease yields compared to black
plastic mulch and straw mulch.
At Green Heron Farm, perennial and biennial herbs are
produced in the same way annual herbs are: in a plasticulture
system. At the end of the growing season, the plastic mulch is
removed. With this method, weeds are suppressed until the
herbs can get established. Removing plastic mulch can be
tricky for certain herbs, such as oregano, because it has a matlike growing habit. Experimenting with biodegradable mulch
may be a possible solution for such cases. Many perennial and
biennial herbs can also be treated as if they were annuals, an
approach that can help with both weed and disease management. Treating some herbs as annuals can also help with crop
planning and timing. Many perennial herbs start to grow in the
very early spring, and the plants tend to flower early on in the
season. When grown as annuals, it’s possible to delay flowering until later in the season.
Annual herbs including basil, dill, cilantro and sweet marjoram are succession planted because these herbs bolt. At
Village Acres Farm, succession planting on a 2-4 week schedule is used for herbs including dill and cilantro. Three to four
plantings of basil are made over the growing season. Parsley, a
biennial, can also be succession planted.
High tunnels and row covers can be used to extend the
season for annual herbs. They can also be used for rosemary,

(continued on page 25)
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Getting Started... (continued from page 24)

a perennial sensitive to low temperatures. A 3-yearold rosemary is growing in a high tunnel at Green
Heron Farm and a 5-year-old planting is growing in
a high tunnel at Village Acres Farm. The key is to
avoid overwatering.

Other Important Production
Considerations

The target soil pH for growing herbs is 6.5 and
the optimal range is between 6.0 and 6.8. Penn
State’s Agricultural Analytical Services Laboratory
has a recommendation of 35 lb/acre nitrogen for
most herbs. With an additional 35 lb/acre nitrogen
sidedressed 4-5 weeks later for chervil, fennel,
lovage, parsley and summer savory. Phosphorus
and potassium recommendations are based on the
amount of these nutrients existing in the soil.
Irrigation is necessary because periods of Rosemary and basil grown in a high tunnel on a Pennsylvania farm.
drought are a problem. As Tony from Green Heron
Farm says, “Irrigate, or don’t grow herbs.” At these two farms,
bring herbs into a cooling area. To maintain the shelf-life, hanas well as for herbs grown at Penn State’s horticulture research
dle herbs as little as possible.
farm, drip irrigation is used. If possible, don’t water herbs overAdditional information from Penn State Extension on herbs
head. Some herbs including rosemary and thyme, are sensitive
and herb production can be found at http://extension.psu.edu/
to overwatering and keeping leaves dry helps avoid having cerplants/gardening/herbs.
Dr. Sanchez is with the Department of Plant Science at Penn State
tain disease problems.
Univ. From the Vegetable, Small Fruit and Mushroom Production
It is important to harvest herbs when leaves are dry. This is
News, Penn State Extension, extension.psu.edu/vegetable-fruit/news,
after the dew dries in the morning, but before the heat of the day
February 17, 2016.
when plants can wilt. If temperatures are high, pick in stages to

Be Prepared When The Weeds
Start To Grow
Hillside
Cultivator
Model CS

→

The best cultivator
for strawberries and
between
plastic mulch.

The best cultivator
for in row weed
removal.

Eco Weeder

→

Hillside Cultivator Co. LLC
911 Disston View Dr., Lititz, PA 17543
717-626-6194 www.hillsidecultivator.com
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2015 Seedless Watermelon Variety Trial Results
Steven Bogash and Tanner Delvalle
Today’s consumers expect to
purchase
high
quality, flavorful,
locally grown produce. One of the
staples of summer
produce markets
are watermelons.
In
current
American culture,
seedless watermelons are preferred.
This was not always the case, but has been for about the
last decade or so. Vegetable growers are constantly expanding
produce offerings, and the market is demanding more seedless
watermelon production.
In 2015, researchers from Penn State Extension conducted a replicated variety trial at theSoutheast Research and
Extension Center in Landisville, Pennsylvania to compare 29
different seedless watermelon varieties and 3 seeded varieties,

Results

Seedless=(S) Seeded=(SD) Orange Flesh=(O)

most of which are commercially available. Most of the
varieties performed well, and produced flavorful fruit
which would be marketable.

Methods

Seedless watermelon transplants and the pollenizer
variety SP-6 were seeded in plug trays on April 30th,
2015. Transplants were placed in the field on May 26th,
on 3 foot spacing within the row, with 9 foot spacing
between the rows. A seeded pollenizer (SP-6) was planted every 6 plants to ensure proper pollination of the
seedless varieties. Black plastic raised beds with doublerow drip tape were used as well. All plots received season long applications of insect and disease control
sprays consistent with the Pennsylvania Commercial Vegetable
Production Guide.
Fertilization was provided through the drip tape as needed.
Weed control was performed both prior to and after planting, but
proved to be less than desirable. Melons were harvested three
times over a three week period, utilizing several ripeness indicators. Disease pressure was relatively low, with sporadic
downy and powdery mildews, which did not affect melon yield.
(continued on page 27)
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2015 Seedless Watermelon...
Results
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(continued from page 26)

Seedless=(S) Seeded=(SD) Orange Flesh=(O)

Other Notes

Informal tasting of each watermelon variety
occurred after performing brix readings. Notable
flavorful varieties included Bingo, Harvest Moon,
Orange Crisp, Traveler, and Crispy Winner. Two
orange flesh varieties were planted; Orange Glo is
a large, seeded variety, and Orange Crisp is a
round, seedless variety. Amish Moon and Stars is
an heirloom seeded variety with large, oblong fruit.
Throughout the entire trial, almost no hollow heart
was observed, with Neptune showing some symptoms, but not enough to be unmarketable. Overall,
the trial was very successful, and proved that quality seedless watermelons can be grown in
Pennsylvania with favorable yields.

Mr. Bogash and Mr. Delvalle are with Penn State Extension in
Cumberland and Schuylkill counties respectively. From the
Vegetable, Small Fruit and Mushroom Production News,
Penn State Extension, extension.psu.edu/vegetable-fruit/news,
February 26, 2016.
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PLANTER
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• Transplants
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Managing Leaf Mold in High Tunnels

Steven Bogash
High tunnel acreage in
Charger and BHN 589 are
Pennsylvania and the Midvery susceptible to the
Atlantic continues to grow due
strain(s) that grew in the high
to improvements in tomato
tunnel in 2015 at the Penn
quality, the NRCS cost-sharing
State
SE
Agriculture
program, and substantially earResearch and Extension
lier harvests.
Center.
For the past 13 years,
The two indeterminate variwe’ve been evaluating a wide
eties Big Dena and Frederik
variety of tomatoes under field
were quite resistant with no
conditions and since 2009
spots seen on any plants in
planted the trial in the
any of their plots.
Haygrove Super Solo tunnel at
Red Mountain, Primo Red
the Penn State Southeast
and the four varieties that we
Agriculture Research and
grew on grafts had little to no
Extension Center (SEAREC).
leaf mold (Primo Red, Scarlet
The past program has identiRed, BHN 589, and Red
fied, Scarlet Red, Brandyboy,
Deuce). Both Red Deuce and
Primo Red, Red Bounty, and Leaf Mold on determinate, high tunnel tomato plants.
Red Morning have been reportRed Deuce as premier varieties that can generate sufficient
ed to experience little to no Leaf Mold in 2015.
yields of high quality fruit to justify production under intensive
The usefulness of grafts to manage this disease is far from
high tunnel conditions. This program has also identified several
settled. An article by Judson Reid, Cornell Extension, claimed
that grafting provided no control. This could be explained by the
varieties that minus leaf mold susceptibility are excellent in high
strain(s) present in earlier work, differences in the rootstock,
tunnels. One observation from the 2014 growing season was
growing conditions or scion varieties.
the pervasiveness of leaf molds across many varieties.
Practices that reduce Leaf Mold
Identifying varieties that can be managed for leaf molds using a
Everything that improves circulation to reduce humidity
single weekly applied fungicide program as well as those with
deep in the plant canopy can reduce Leaf Mold infection.
resistance or tolerance to Leaf Mold, Fulvia fulva orPassiflora
Remember, this disease requires 85%+ humidity, so improving
fulva, was the focus for our 2015 program.
circulation to lower humidity will greatly reduce infection.
For 2015, the trial targeted determinant fresh market red
Remove all leaf tissue below the lowest fruiting cluster.
slicer types grown under High Tunnel conditions. The trial and
These leaves contribute little to nothing to plant growth or fruit
subsequent tastings were held at the Southeast Agricultural
quality, but are excellent places for the disease to get started.
Research and Extension Center in Manhiem, PA. Tomatoes
Deleafing needs to be done regularly as the harvest proceeds.
were specifically evaluated for their susceptibility to Leaf Mold.
Not only is circulation improved, but these lower leaves are
About the pathogen
often where infection starts, so deleafing can remove inoculum.
Leaf mold (also known as both Brown and Gray Leaf Mold)
Prune tomatoes hard to remove any unwanted growth. This
is caused by the fungal organismFulvia fulva. It is a different
will improve pesticide coverage as well as improve circulation.
fungus than the pathogen that causes Gray Mold (Botrytis
Use currently recognized resistant varieties. Remember
cinerea). High tunnels are an ideal place for Leaf Mold to grow
that this list will constantly evolve as new strains of Leaf Mold
as it prefers 85% or higher humidity and temperatures between
develop and varieties are released.
50 and 90°F. It is most often a high tunnel disease, but has been
Increase between row and in-row spacing. This is not easy
seen in field plantings. It is known to be highly mutagenic in that
as most high tunnel growers are generally striving for the highit can produce new strains rapidly, so tomatoes that are resistest plant populations, but a lower density planting will have betant to current strains may be susceptible to new strains.
ter circulation.
This makes management challenging, so that the limited
Use a fungicide strategy that changes rapidly and uses the
array of fungicides that we currently use must be coupled with
few known materials that reduce Leaf Mold.
practices that reduce the conditions that cause the disease.
If your tunnel is only passively ventilated through roll-up
Current tomato varieties exhibit a wide variety of susceptibility,
sides, consider adding fans and louvers in the gable end wall
tolerance and resistance. Air currents, regular plant maintepeaks. Also, increasing the height of the roll-up sides will
nance activities and harvesting all spread the spores rapidly
improve ventilation. Most high tunnel frame manufacturers offer
from plant to plant.
taller ground posts to push the point where the side walls bend
It is also known as a human allergen, so those with asthma
inward higher.
and related mold sensitivities should exercise precautions such
Mr. Bogash is with Penn State Extension in Cumberland Co.
as using dust or allergen masks and thoroughly wash after hanFrom the Vegetable, Small Fruit and Mushroom Production
dling infected plant tissue.
News, Penn State Extension, extension.psu.edu/vegetableTomato varieties
fruit/news, January 28, 2016.
As of this time, we are still analyzing the full season of data
from our high tunnel variety trial. However, some conclusions
are clear:
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Winter Injury in Brambles

Richard Marini and Kathleen Demchak
Although the earth is
spring and then are subsewarming as a whole as a
quently injured by cold temresult of climate change, the
peratures.
weather is also becoming
more variable resulting in
Acclimation and Deearly-winter cold snaps, winacclimation
ter thaws followed by
“Cold acclimation” is the
extreme cold events, and
process by which plants
early spring bloom followed
develop cold hardiness.
by frosts.
Raspberries cease growing
The net result of these
in late summer and blacktypes of weather events is
berries continue to grow into
cold injury to many perennial
the fall. In mid-summer raspcrops. During the fall of
berries shoots are killed at
2015, after a brief coolabout 18°F. During the fall,
down, temperatures fluctuatthe leaves sense the shorted considerably. Unusually
ening days and this induces
warm temperatures occurred
the first stage of cold accliin
December
in
mation and by Mid-October
Cold-injured
primary
blackberry
bud
(left)
and
uninjured
secondary
bud
Pennsylvania
mainly
the
plants can withstand
because a bend in the jet (right). Photo credit: Fumi Takeda, USDA-ARS-AFRS
about 10°F. The second
stream allowed warm air from the South to spill into the
stage of acclimation is induced by temperatures just above or
Northeast.
below freezing. As a result of a mild frost, the cold hardiness of
Winter injury in brambles (raspberries and blackberries) is
woody plants can increase by 6 to 10 degrees within 24 hours.
often expressed as dieback of the terminal ends of the canes or
By early November raspberries can withstand about 1°F and by
dead buds in spring. There is little we can do to influence temearly December they can survive -10°F to -35°F depending on
perature, other than select good planting sites or grow plants in
the variety.
protected environments such as high tunnels. If we understand
Early in the acclimation process the plants enter a period of
how plants are influenced by temperature, we may be able to
dormancy called “rest”. There is quite a bit of confusion and difdevelop cultural practices that maximize their cold resistance,
ferent terms concerning dormancy and different stages of dorand also adjust pruning practices to retain the maximum nummancy, but for this discussion I will assume that there are two
ber of buds that will be fruitful.
stages of dormancy. When plants are in rest they will not grow
even if they are place in environmental conditions that are ideal
Winter Injury Terminology
for growth (long days and warm temperatures). Plants remain in
Before going any further it is important that we understand
rest until they have been exposed to adequate chilling.
the terminology concerning winter injury. The terms “winter
The ideal chilling temperature is about 47°F; temperatures
hardy” and “cold hardy” refer to the ability of a plant to tolerate
above 65°F and below 32°F do not contribute to chilling. The
cold temperatures. However, it is important to realize that the
chilling requirement for most brambles is usually between 800
cold hardiness of plants will differ during the winter and the reland 1,000 hours. A study in New Jersey in cooperation with
ative cold hardiness of different varieties may depend on enviCornell University showed that holding potted summer-bearing
ronmental conditions. The best example I can think of to illusred raspberries at 40°F for 40 days was adequate to satisfy
trate this is to consider the peach rootstock ‘Siberian C’. This
chilling for greenhouse production. In Pennsylvania, the chilling
rootstock survives winter temperatures of -20?F in Ontario, New
(continued on page 30)
York and Michigan, but it is killed by temperatures above zero in
South Carolina and Georgia.
So a variety that is winter hardy in one region or during a
particular winter may not be very hardy in a different situation.
Over 20 Leading Varieties • Fall Dug
This is why it is so difficult to evaluate cold hardiness of plants.
Many years are needed to evaluate plants under varying field
State Inspected - Grown on Fumigated Sand
conditions. Therefore, pomologists have relied on controlled
freezing experiments to evaluate hardiness by exposing plants
Leading Varieties • Male Hybrids • Superior Root Systems
or parts of plants to a range of temperatures in freezers and
then recording the amount of injury sustained by the plant either
Over 20 Years Experience
All Available In Our Free
by rating tissue browning or evaluating growth in the greenIllustrated Price List
house.
Krohne Plant Farms
This is not to be confused with cold-injury related to the
65295 CR 342, Hartford, MI 49057
chilling requirement being met too early in the season, as is the
Ph: (269) 424-5423
case when cultivars that are better-adapted for southern condiFax:
(269) 424-3126
tions (certain low-chill varieties of blackberries or blueberries)
e-mail: info@krohneplantfarms.com
www.krohneplantfarms.com
begin to come out of dormancy too early in late winter or early

Strawberry Plants
Asparagus Crowns
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(continued from page 29)

requirement for brambles is usually satisfied by early January.
After the chilling requirement is satisfied the plants will de-acclimate in response to warm temperatures and they will also lose
some cold hardiness. If exposed to lower temperatures gradually, the plants will partially re-acclimate and regain most, but
not all of their cold hardiness. This is why fluctuating winter temperatures can be so harmful.
In Poland, Pocholak (1978) determined the T50 (temperature at which 50% of the canes were killed) throughout the winter for the hardy variety ‘Latham’ and the less hardy variety
‘Malling Promise’. He reported that in October ‘Malling Promise’
had a T50 of about 10°F, in January the T50 was about -31°F
and in February the T50 was only -11°F. For ‘Latham’ the T50
was also 10°F in October and -20°F in January, but -20F in
February. So ‘Malling Promise’ and ‘Latham’ were equally hardy
during the fall and mid-winter, but ‘Malling Promise’ was more
susceptible to cold following a winter warm period because it
was more responsive warm mid-winter temperatures and deacclimated more than ‘Latham’.
Craig and Aalders (1966) compared 6 red raspberry varieties in Nova Scotia and reported that bud survival for ‘Viking’
and ‘Trent’ during the winter of 1963-64 was 9% and 71%,
respectively and they speculated that ‘Viking’ was affected more
by the mid-winter fluctuating temperatures. Hummer et al.
(1995) evaluated maximum cold hardiness of more than 120
varieties and selections of brambles at the USDA-ARS
Germplasm Repository in Corvallis, Oregon.
The plant material was first preconditioned at 31°F for 4
weeks, so the tissue should have been at its maximum hardiness. Buds and sections of the canes were then frozen at a
range of temperatures from 0 to -40°F to estimate the T50.
Although within each group, varieties differed in their cold hardiness, summer-bearing red raspberries and purple raspberries
were most hardy, followed by black raspberries, then fall-bearing red raspberries, whereas blackberries were least cold hardy.
In general the T50 of canes was 2 to 16°F lower than for buds
and the bud base, where it attaches to the cane, was less hardy
than the buds.
Warmund and George (1990) evaluated the hardiness of
primary and secondary buds of bramble varieties from the
Arkansas and Minnesota breeding programs as well as plant
growing in Missouri and Illinois. In Arkansas, ‘Darrow’ was the
hardiest blackberry and ‘Wells Beauty’ was least hardy. In
Minnesota, ‘Canby’ was hardier than ‘Latham’ and ‘Titan’ red
raspberry. In general the more fruitful primary buds were less
cold tolerant than the secondary buds, which are less fruitful.

General Conclusions

Brambles develop hardiness rapidly during November and
buds will lose hardiness during warm periods in January and
February.
During December and until there is a warm period in
January most varieties are quite hardy and will survive temperatures typical in Pennsylvania; most varieties will survive at
least -25°F.
Winter injury usually occurs during mid-winter when several warm days are followed by a cold snap.
There is a range of cold hardiness between and within each
type of bramble. Summer-bearing red raspberries are hardier
than fall-bearing varieties and black berries are least hardy.

Researchers have developed several methods for assessing winter injury that occurs in the field and growers can probably use these methods to evaluate the extent of winter injury
before they start pruning in early spring. Some researchers cut
canes at the base and placed them in water in warm conditions.
They changed the water every other day to eliminate bacteria in
the water. Before the chilling requirement is satisfied, it took 15
to 50 days for buds to start growing. By early January buds
begin to grow in 10 to 15 days. Buds that begin to develop into
shoots will likely produce fruit and the buds that don’t grow have
been killed. So a grower can estimate the percentage of buds
that have been lost to winter injury. However, if growers attempt
to grow the shoots too early, before their chilling requirement is
satisfied, the canes will not break bud for period of weeks, and
the conclusion might be erroneously reached that the canes are
dead.
Some buds can be cut lengthwise (tip to base) as they
swell, and examined for blackened centers surrounded by
green tissue (an indication that the flower buds were killed), or
for tissue that is completely dead. Magnification, as with a 16x
hand lens or greater, will be required. This is most easily done
as the buds are beginning to swell.
The warm temperatures in December would not necessarily have resulted in more winter injury, so growers should not be
overly concerned about the warm conditions. Temperatures
dropped gradually enough after the warm period that plants
probably acclimated before the colder weather in January. Most
injury is thought to occur later in the winter and early spring
when the plants are less dormant, and thus cold-injured more
easily (at higher low temperatures). Growers may want to delay
pruning as long as possible, preferably after testing some canes
as recommended in steps 5 and 6 above, and possibly leave a
few more canes than usual until a judgement can be made as
to how much winter injury occurred. The extra canes can be
removed later.
Dr. Marini and Ms. Demchak are with the Department of Plant
Science at Penn State Univ. From the Vegetable, Small Fruit
and Mushroom Production News, Penn State Extension,
extension.psu.edu/vegetable-fruit/news, January 13 2016.
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New(er) Berry Crop Herbicides
Kathleen Demchak
Some
new
herbicides, or in
some cases, new
formulations, have
become available
for use in berry
crops in the last
few years. Here is
a summary of
these additions.
Devrinol
(napropamide) is a
pre-emergent herbicide that has Yellow woodsorrel
been around for a long time, but one drawback was that it needed to be incorporated quickly after application to prevent it from
breaking down in sunlight. It is available in two new formulations, Devrinol 2XT and Devrinol DF-XT. Both contain an additive that makes the active ingredient more resistant to breakdown in sunlight, so the recommended time for incorporation is
now given as a range from 24 to 72 hours. It still has the same
spectrum of activity, being strongest on annual grasses, but
also is effective in preventing some broadleaf weeds including
pigweeds, purslane, and chickweed. It’s labeled for use in
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, and blueberries. It is
typically used for spring or fall applications.
Trellis (isoxaben) is a pre-emergence material with the
same active ingredient as the one in Gallery. Like Gallery, Trellis
is effective for prevention of broadleaf weeds including some
troublesome ones such as ragweed and nightshade. It can be
used only in nonbearing (i.e., at least one year to harvest) plantings of raspberries and blackberries, blueberries, currants,
gooseberries and elderberries.
Callisto (mesotrione) is labeled for pre-bloom use on raspberries, blackberries, highbush blueberries and red and black
currants. It can be used on lowbush blueberries only in nonbearing years. It has pre-emergence activity, and also postemergence activity as long as the weeds are small (< 5” tall). It
is effective against many broadleaf weeds including marestail,
black nightshade and pigweeds, but has little activity on grasses.
Casoron CS (diclobenil) is a liquid formulation of an older
product that was challenging to apply as a granular formulation.
It can be used in established (more than a year old) raspberry,
blackberry, and blueberry fields, preferably during late fall and
early spring when conditions are cool and moist. If applied
under conditions that are warm (> 70 degrees) and dry, the
material converts to a gaseous form and is not bound to the soil,
so control is reduced. It has preemergence activity against a
wide range of annual broadleaves and some grasses, and also
suppresses some perennials. It has kickback activity on young
weeds whose root systems are not already growing below the
herbicide layer (i.e., generally weeds that are less than 2” tall).
Zeus XC (sulfentrazone) is labeled for use on healthy blueberry plants that have been in the ground for at least three
years. It is in the same chemical class as Chateau and has a
similar spectrum of activity. It is primarily a preemergence material with some postemergence activity on emerging annual
grasses and certain broadleaves. It also can help control
sedges postemergence.

Zeus Prime XC is a combination of two active ingredients
(carfentrazone-ethyl and sulfentrazone) and has both postemergence burndown activity and pre-emergence activity. It is
labeled for use on bushberries (highbush blueberries, currants,
gooseberries, and elderberries) and caneberries (raspberries,
blackberries, etc.) and controls a wide range of broadleaf weeds
including emerged nutsedge. It should only be applied to established plants that have been in the ground for at least two years.
Matrix SG and Solida (both contain rimsulfuron as the
active ingredient) are labeled for use on highbush blueberries,
raspberries, blackberries, and lowbush blueberries during their
vegetative year when managed to have one. These products
have both preemergence and early postemergence activity and
control primarily annual grasses and a limited variety of
broadleaves. Raspberries must have been in the ground at
least one year, and blackberries at least two years before these
materials can be used on them. The active ingredient has the
same mode of action as Sandea, and so these materials cannot
be used in the same year as Sandea.
Sandea (halosulfuron-methyl) is labeled for use on highbush blueberries. It has both preemergence and postemergence activity and is useful for control of broadleaf weeds
including marestail, and also nutsedge. The label recommends
one or two applications to nutsedge in late June; however, with
a 14-day PHI, timing of application could be problematic for
early and mid-season blueberry varieties.
Prowl H2O (pendimethalin) is now labeled for use on highbush blueberries, red and black raspberries, blackberries, and
aronia, in addition to strawberries for which it has been labeled
for some time. It is a preemergence material that is effective
mostly on grasses, with control of certain broadleaves (lambsquarters, purslane, pigweeds).
As always, the label is the law—pesticides can only be
used in the manner consistent with the product label. Products
must be registered for use in the state in which they are applied.
Ms. Demchak is with the Department of Plant Science at Penn
State Univ. From the Vegetable, Small Fruit and Mushroom
Production News, Penn State Extension,
extension.psu.edu/vegetable-fruit/news, February 26, 2016.
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Equipment
FOR SALE – CP100 PIXALL SWEET CORN PULLER Field
ready. $25,000 firm. Lancaster Co. 717-471-4171
02
FOR SALE – 2 DECLOET HIGH TUNNELS 24’ wide by 300’
long with roll up sides and many extra parts. Will need to be dismantled. Call 814-229-3706 for more info.
02
FOR SALE – SIDEHILL CULTIVATOR - single-row, 3-point
hitch. Very little use. $2,000. Call 570-510-7132
10

Remember

PVGA Classified Ads
are FREE for PVGA Members for
Non-commercial Sales of Equipment or Supplies,
Equipment or Supplies Wanted, Position Openings,
Positions Wanted,
Sales of Businesses or Real Estate
We will also offer an 18-line listing for public sales
at no cost for members.
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PLEASE - Contact Governor Wolf and Your Legislators About
Ag Extension and Research Funding (continued from page 1)

as well as visit our farms to diagnose production problems. We
use recommendations from extension personnel to help decide
what varieties, pesticides and production methods will work the
best for us on our farms. Over the past 28 years, the
Pennsylvania vegetable and berry industries, through the
Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association and the
Pennsylvania Vegetable Marketing and Research Program
have contributed over $1 million to support vegetable and berry
research at Penn State, but we can only afford to support a portion of the research costs. We depend on the state and federal
funds to support the researcher’s salaries and supply their
equipment and facilities.
Provide a personal example of how Penn State Extension
or research has benefited your operation.
Again, I urge the Governor and General Assembly to fund
Agricultural Extension and Research at Penn State for the current fiscal year and the next fiscal year as soon as possible. We
cannot afford further delay or political manevering. I would also
ask you to consider the other concerns of the Pennsylvania
Vegetable Growers Association listed on the enclosed (or
attached) State Legislative Priorities. Thank you for your consideration.

If you write or email, please enclose or attach a copy of
PVGA’s State Legislative Priorities with this year’s new Policy
Resolutions on the back side. included in the center of this
newsletter (Two copies of these Priorities are included in the
center of this newsletter. Neatly cut the sheet in half to send one
copy to your state representative and one to your senator. You
can make an additional copy for the Governor or call PVGA and
we will mail you another copy.) If you are sending an email,
send PVGA an email requesting a digital copy of these Priorities
and Resolutions.
We realize most growers are not comfortable visiting
their legislators, writing letters or emails to them or calling
their offices. But this is a critical time that we need all
growers to participate in. AT THE VERY LEAST, CALL
YOUR LEGISLATORS OFFICE AND THE GOVERNORS
OFFICE TO LET THEM KNOW THAT FUNDING AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION AND RESEARCH AT PENN STATE IS
VITAL TO THE INDUSTRY.

We would also appreciate it if you could let PVGA who you
have contacted – email us at pvga@pvga.org, call or fax us at
717-694-3596, or write us at: PVGA, 815 Midde Road,
Richfield, PA 17086 (a postcard is fine). The PVGA Board of
Directors will be visiting legislators in Harrisburg on March 16.
If you would be interested in joining them, please contact us and
we will let you know the details.

